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After Ohtomo and Hwang detected a high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at
the interface between the two insulating perovskite oxides Strontium Titanate (SrTiO3) and
Lanthanum Aluminate (LaAlO3) [77], an increasingly intense theoretical and experimental
investigation has been devoted to these systems.
Oxide heterostructures are of great interest for both fundamental and applicative reasons.
In particular, the two-dimensional electron gas at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) interfaces
displays many different properties and functionalities. It can be made superconducting when
its carrier density is tuned by means of a gate voltage [87, 30], thus opening the way to voltage-
driven superconducting devices. Also, it exhibits magnetic properties [2, 67, 5, 37, 73, 6];
displays a strong and tunable [29, 27] Rashba spin-orbit coupling; it is extremely two-
dimensional, having a lateral extension ≈ 5nm, thereby enhancing the effect of disorder
due to extrinsic and/or intrinsic sources. Similar results hold true also for other oxides such
as LaTiO3/SrTiO3 [10, 9], where the role of Lanthanum Aluminate is taken by Lanthanum
Titanate LaTiO3 (LTO). In these kind of systems, superconductivity is possibly related to the
presence of high-mobility carriers (HMC) and low-mobility carriers (LMC), which presence
is revealed by magneto-transport experiments, and seems to develop as soon as high-mobility
carriers appear [9], when the carrier density is tuned above a threshold value by means of
gate voltage, Vg.
Along with these intriguing physical properties, there are clear experimental indications
that the interface electronic state is strongly inhomogeneous, as revealed in various magnetic
experiments [2, 67, 5, 6], in tunneling spectra [89], and possibly in piezoforce microscopy [7].
It seems that inhomogeneities at nanometric scale coexist with larger (e.g., micrometric) scale
inhomogeneities, revealed by the occurrence of striped textures in the current distribution
[60] and in the surface potential [54].
The inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG may be responsible of the anomalously
large width of the superconducting transition, which is not compatible with any reasonable
superconducting fluctuations (e.g., Aslamazov-Larkin contribution to the paraconductivity)
[26], but instead it is well accounted for assuming that the 2DEG consists of superconducting
“puddles ” embedded in weakly localizing metallic background. This scenario could also
iv
help to explain the measurements carried out at low carrier density, showing a saturation
plateau with finite resistance, a clear signature of the percolating character of the metal-to-
superconductor transition.
The aim of the present thesis is to assemble all these experimental evidences into a co-
herent overall theoretical framework. The outline is as follows.
In chapter 1 we review some of the experimental facts about LAO/STO and LTO/STO
interface, stressing our attention on the peculiar transport properties, both in the normal and
in the superconducting state.
In chapter 2 we first provide new, compelling evidences of the inhomogeneous character
of the 2DEG. We consider the phenomenological assumption that the electron gas consists
of a metallic sea, where only LMC are present, hosting metallic islands, where LMC and
HMC coexist and become superconducting below a randomly distributed critical tempera-
ture. Basing on this idea, we extend previous multicarrier analyses of magneto-transport
measurements to deal with inhomogeneous systems and show how Hall resistivity, superfluid
density and tunneling spectra measurements can be explained within this scenario. The
connection between superconductivity and the appearing of the high-mobility carriers is also
investigated.
Chapter 3 is devoted to formulate a possible justification of the inhomogeneous scenario
and the appearing of two type of carriers whose distribution is not uniform in space. The
mechanism that we propose is based on the quantum confinement experienced by the 2DEG
because of the strong electric field perpendicular to the interface. We will show that such an
intrinsic mechanism is due to the fact that the confining potential well depends on the electron
density, therefore giving rise to a non-rigid band structure which evolves as a function of
the electron density too. In a wide range of reasonable parameters, compatible with the
experiments, the non-rigidity determines a negative compressibility in the uniform system,
which it avoids by phase separation. The densities of the phase separated regions are thus
found by Maxwell construction and depend on the doping level. The phase separation
scenario also naturally explains the inhomogeneous distribution of low- and high-mobility
carriers, and their behavior as a function of the doping level.
In chapter 4 we explore the fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter in the vicinity
of the metal-to-superconductor phase transition, that is reached as the gate voltage is changed.
In the case of superconductivity, the order parameter has an amplitude and a phase, which can
both fluctuate according to well identified scenarios. We address the possibility that a new
type of fluctuations occurs in the superconducting 2DEG at LAO/STO and LTO/STO inter-
faces, with an anomalous dynamics. In particular, we show that the superconducting-to-metal
vquantum phase transition displays anomalous scaling properties, which can be explained by
density driven superconducting critical fluctuations.
Finally, the concluding remarks will be given in chapter 5. We will critically discuss the
merits and limitations of our approach and provide a brief outlook on future work.
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Chapter 1
Overview on oxide heterostructures
In this chapter we briefly review the main features of the LaAlO3/SrTiO3, LaTiO3/SrTiO3
interfaces (generically referred as LXO/STO). Since LaAlO3 (LAO), LaTiO3 (LTO) and
SrTiO3 (STO) are insulators oxides of the Perovskite type, Perovskite structure is explained in
section 1.1. According to the experimental evidence that the 2DEG resides in the Strontium
Titanate side of the heterostructure, in section 1.2 we describe the band structure and the
dielectric properties of SrTiO3. Although the argument is still on debate, in section 1.3
we discuss the origin of the interfacial electrons, considering polarity catastrophe and the
occurrence of oxygen vacancies as possible sources of the 2DEG. The remain of the chapter
is devoted to the 2DEG’s properties: the presence of electron inhomogeneities (section 1.4),
the transport measurements (section 1.5) both in the metallic and in the superconducting
state, and finally the quantum critical behavior that it is shown by the gas when driven to the
metal-to-superconductor transition by an external magnetic field (section 1.6).
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Fig. 1.1 Perovskite structure, ABO3. Oxygen is the black filled circles (see main text).
1.1 Perovskite structure
Perovskite oxides have attracted much attention in the last decades thanks to their rich
spectrum of functionalities and the possibility to achieve hight quality interfaces involving
these materials. They appear as a unique system to study the coexistence of various phases,
due to the competition of different interactions, enhanced by the reduction of the dimen-
sionality. The two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3, LaTiO3/SrTiO3
(henceforth LXO/STO) interfaces is one of these new features: the 2DEG, although these
compounds are insulating, shows high mobility, superconductivity, magnetic properties.
Perovskite oxides are a large family of extremely diversified compounds. Their general
formula is ABC3, A and B being cations and C is an anion. In the cases studied in this thesis,
the role of the cation is played by the oxygen, so the general formula is ABO3. The ideal
structure is cubic, with B at the vertexes and A at the center of the cube. The oxygens are
placed at the center of the edges, forming a octahedron around the B cations (figure 1.1).
This structure is, in general, extremely ionic, the oxygen anions having a formal charge of
−2 and the cations a formal charge of QA+QB =+6. The possible combinations are thus
A4+ B2+ , A3+ B3+ , A2+ B4+ , and A1+ B5+.
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Fig. 1.2 Perovskite structure of Strontium Titanate.
1.2 Strontium titanate
Many arguments support the idea that the 2DEG at the LAO/STO interface mainly resides in
the Strontium Titanate conduction band [104]. SrTiO3 (STO) is a band insulator, with a large
band gap of 3.2eV . It is widely used as a substrate to grow a wide kinds of materials, ranging
from high-Tc superconductors to multiferroics, because of its compatible lattice parameter,
structure and relatively low chemical reactivity [61]. The Perovskite structure of SrTiO3 is
shown in figure 1.2.
Band structure
The valence band of the strontium titanate comes from the 2p orbitals of oxygen while the
conduction band of comes from the titanium 3d orbitals [58]. Because of the crystal field,
the latter split in a high energy doublet eg and a low energy triplet t2g (figure 1.3 (a)). The
conduction is formed by the triplet and corresponds to dxy, dxz, dyz orbitals. They have strong
or small overlap depending on the bonding direction; for example (see figure 1.3 (b)), the
dxy has high overlap in the xy−plane and a small one along the z direction. According to
that, the geometry of the conduction band is strongly anisotropic and there are two different
effective masses at the Γ point: a light mass ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 m0 and a heavy mass
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Fig. 1.3 (a) The electronic orbitals near the Fermi energy in SrTiO3 are the five-fold titanium
d-orbitals. Once the titanium is surrounded by the oxygen octahedron, the d-orbitals are split
into a higher energy doublet (the eg states) and a lower energy triplet (t2g states). (b) Electrons
located in the t2g orbitals (dxy,dxz,dyz) are coupled to identical orbitals on neighboring lattice
sites. Hopping matrix elements are much larger in the plane of an orbital’s lobes than in the
perpendicular direction. This is illustrated by the thickness of the arrows which indicates that
hopping between dxy orbitals (blue) is stronger along the x and y directions (light effective
mass) than along the z direction (heavy effective mass). (c) The corresponding Fermi surface.
Figure is taken from [100].
ranging from 10 to 20 m0. This results in a light band along the x,y directions, and a heavy
band along the z direction. The Fermi surface is shown in figure 1.3 (c).
At high temperature, the cubic symmetry imposes that the three bands has the same
energy at the Γ point, while at low temperature, due to a tetragonal transition and the spin
orbit coupling, the degeneracy is lifted.
When the SrTiO3 is used as a substrate in an heterostructure, its spectrum has to change
locally in order to preserve the continuity of the wave function at the interface. Typically, the
bands are bend and a quantum well is formed between the two parent compounds. In figure
1.4 (a) the band bending is sketched for a LAO/STO interface. In LaAlO3 the valence band is
derived from p orbitals and it has an energy that is similar to SrTiO3 valence band (fig. 1.4),
but the gap with the conduction band is larger. As a result, most of the band discontinuity
between LAO and STO resides in the conduction band, which is lower in SrTiO3.
Quantum paraferroelectric
The strontium titanate has peculiar dielectric properties. At low temperatures the SrTiO3 is
close to a ferroelectric transition: the stable position of the titanium atom at the center of the
oxygen octahedron becomes unstable and two new energy minima develop. The material is
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a b
Fig. 1.4 (a) Simplified band-diagram across LAO/STO interface with band-gaps and a
qualitative band bending [104]. (b) LAO and STO band-gaps and band-offsets at their
interface as calculated by Popovic et al. [83].
not ferroelectric since quantum fluctuations are strong and restore the inversion symmetry.
However, the remnant of this missed critical regime determines the behavior of the dielectric
constant, which tends to diverge lowering the temperature, but then saturate at around 4K for
values higher than 104. This qualify the strontium titanate as a quantum paraferroelectric.
Neville et al. [76] studied the behavior of the dielectric constant (figure 1.5) upon





where, for T ≤ 4.5K: A = 4.097×10−5, B = 4.907×10−10mV−1 and ε∞ = 300.
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Fig. 1.5 Relative permittivity of strontium titanate as a function of temperature with applied dc
bias field as a parameter: (a) [001] orientation, (b) [011] orientation, and (c) [111] orientation.
Data are taken from Neville [76].
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Fig. 1.6 Transport properties of the LaO-TiO2 interface for different oxygen partial pressures
during growth and different thickness of the LaAlO3 layer. Temperature dependence of
longitudinal sheet resistance RXX(T ), Hall-resistance RH(T ) and mobility µ(T ) for two
different thickness of the LaAlO3 layer [77].
1.3 Origin of the gas: extrinsic and intrinsic mechanism
The origin of the interfacial electrons is still controversial. Experiments point out basically
two possible sources of charge carriers: the introduction of oxygen vacancies and a surface
reconstruction due to the different polarity of the former materials. Both mechanisms can
be present on a certain sample, even simultaneously, depending on the growth conditions.
However, since which of the two dominates will not affect our calculations nor the validity of
the scenario presented in this thesis, we shall not describe them in too much detail, limiting
our discussion to the easiest case of a [001] sample. The interested reader can find more
informations about polarity catastrophe in [75] and the occurrence of oxygen vacancies in
[31, 34, 36]. Other interesting informations about the origin of the gas can be found in [105].
We have already shown that Perovskite oxides have a general formula ABO3. Along the
cubic axis [001] they can be seen as an alternate stack of AO and BO2 planes. Depending of
what kind of planes goes to form the interface (AO- or BO2-type) between the two constituent
compounds, different heterostructures are obtained. When an overlayer of LAO is used,
two kind of LAO/STO interfaces are possible (figure 1.7), the TiO2-LaO or the SrO-AlO2
terminated. We call them n- and p-type interfaces respectively, and transport experiments
show that n-type interface is conducting while the p-type is insulating. For the SrTiO3-LaTiO3
(LTO/STO) there is only one configuration, the n-type SrO-TiO2 interface. Moreover the
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Fig. 1.7 Schematic picture of the valence discontinuity at the (a) LaTiO3-SrTiO3 interface,
as well as at the (b) n- and p-type interfaces in LaAlO3-SrTiO3 [82].
conduction properties of the gas are greatly enhanced if the sample is grown at low oxygen
pressure, a signal of the importance of the oxygen vacancies: this is a well-known mechanism
to dope n-type the bulk SrTiO3−x since the valence of oxygen is −2 and its vacancies behave
like donor impurities, and this is what we called extrinsic mechanism. However, there is
another process that is responsible of the electrons in the gas, that is the intrinsic mechanism.
It is the most important one as soon as the LXO layer is thick enough and the dependence of
the conductivity on the oxygen pressure becomes less relevant. Transport properties of the
TiO2−LaO interface are reported in figure 1.6 for different oxygen pressures of growth and
for different width of the LAO overlayer. We can also note that for thinner layer and hight
pressure there is no significant conductivity. These experimental evidences can be explained
if we assume that for low oxygen pressure the majority of the electrons of the 2DEG come
from the extrinsic donors, represented by the oxygen vacancies, while for high oxygen
pressure some other mechanism of interface reconstruction takes place, possibly driven by
the polarity discontinuity and the inversion symmetry breaking. The latter mechanism was
called polar catastrophe first by Nakagawa et al. [75].
1.3.1 Oxygen vacancies
Oxygen vacancies in SrTiO3 can act as electron donors [59]. Each oxygen vacancy nominally
provides two electrons since one oxygen atom binds two electrons. The energetic barrier
for the formation of oxygen vacancies is quite low as compared for example to defects in
semiconductors, and their formation could be further enhanced by electric fields near the
interface. The relevance of this mechanism has been demonstrated by several experiments. In
[94] the authors show that the large charge density initially observed at these heterointerfaces
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(∼ 1017 el./cm2 ) is due almost certainly to oxygen vacancies in the SrTiO3 substrate. This
hypothesis is also supported by experiments on LAO/STO interfaces where the LAO layer is
grown at low oxygen pressure (PO2 ∼ 10−6 mbar). The authors of reference [53] report that
the high-mobility transport properties of LAO/STO sample grown at low oxygen pressure
are due to a conducting region homogeneously extending over hundreds of µm inside the
STO substrate. Further, the similarity between the transport properties of LAO/STO samples
exhibiting high mobility (PO2 ∼ 10−4 mbar) and those of reduced STO bulk single crystals,
suggests that the high mobility of LAO/STO samples arises, at least to some extent, from the
doping of STO with oxygen vacancies.
1.3.2 Polarity catastrophe
The LXO/STO heterostructures can be viewed as a stack of planes with different polarity,
as shown in figure 1.7. In these compounds charge neutrality is conserved in the unit cell,
but not necessarily in each layer, depending on the valence of the ions. At the interface
a discontinuity can occur, since the polarity of the planes at the two sides usually is not
the same. For example, in the case we are considering, the formal valences of the ions are
Sr2+Ti4+O2−3 ,La
3+Al3+O2−3 and therefore at their interfaces there is an abrupt change from
the charge-neutral sheets (SrO)0 and (TiO2)0 of SrTiO3 to the alternating ±e−charged sheets
(LaO)+ and (AlO2)− or (LaO)+ and (TiO2)− of the LaAlO3 and LaTiO3 respectively. The
discontinuity can induce free carriers at the interface. For example, at the TiO2-LaO layer
there would be an extra half electron per unit cell as the interfacial (LaO)+ plane, which
in the bulk has two (AlO2)− neighbor planes, at the interface is between one (AlO2)− and
one (TiO2)0. Similarly, the SrO-AlO2 interface should present an extra half a hole per unit
cell. However, this simple scenario does not account for the dependence of the conductivity
on the oxygen pressure, nor the fact the n-type junction is conducting and the p-type is
insulating. To explain this, we have to investigate the role of the electrostatic boundary
conditions, that is given, in this case, by the abrupt polarity discontinuity between the polar
LaXO3 and the non-polar SrTiO3. Nakagawa and his team [75] pointed out the importance
of electrostatic boundary conditions in controlling the atomic and electronic structure. They
show how the abrupt interface between neutral and charged planes produces an electric
field oscillating between a finite value and zero in the polar layer LaXO3. The average field
therefore turn to be different from zero and leads to a potential that increases monotonically
with the thickness of the LaXO3 layer. According to Nakagawa, to maintain finite the electric
potential, avoiding this “polar catastrophe” that gives an unbearable cost in electrostatic
energy, the interface undergo a certain surface reconstruction. The idea of a reconstruction
that interest the interface of a heterostructure is not totally new: since many years physicists
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know that in semiconductor heterostructures (e.g GaAs-Ge), systems that shares similarities
with oxide interfaces, a compensation of the polar discontinuity is often achieved through
an atomic reconstruction, where the interface chemical composition is strongly altered via
ordering of defects or roughening. The main difference between semiconductor and oxide
heterostructures resides in the much richer possibilities of the latter to compensate the
valence mismatch. For example they can prevent the polar catastrophe via an electronic
reconstruction, without alter the chemical composition of the interface, transferring extra
charge from the LaXO3 side to the interfacial plane of SrTiO3. The extra charge is half an
electron per unit cell if the interface is TiO2-LaO or half a hole if the interface is SrO-AlO2.
In figure 1.8 the n-type LAO/STO interface, before the electronic reconstruction and
after the reconstruction, is depicted. This scenario accounts for the dependence of the
conductivity on the thickness of the LXO sample. In fact, two different competing effects
act to determine whether the electronic reconstruction takes place: the energetic cost due
to the polar catastrophe and the energy required to change the valence of titanium from +4
to +3. While the first is proportional to the volume Sd of the LaXO3 layer, S and d are the
surface and the width of the LXO respectively, the latter is proportional only to the surface S
of the sample. If the LXO layer is thin enough, the electronic reconstruction is no longer
energetically convenient and the system does not need to move charges from the LXO side
to the STO side. In this case the origin of the gas can reside only in the oxygen vacancies;
if they are not introduced (that is the LXO sample is grown in hight oxygen pressure) the
interface remains insulating. Another remarkable feature of the argument of Nakagawa is
the explanation of the difference between the n-type conducting and the p-type insulating
interfaces. In fact, in the first case the extra half-electron can be accommodated at the
titanium sites of the interfacial plane TiO2 with the reduction of Ti from Ti4+ to Ti3+. On
the other hand, in the latter case the extra half-hole cannot in practice be transferred as there
are no other valence states available and the interface remains insulating. In this case an
atomic reconstruction, similar to that observed in some semiconductor heterostructures such
as GaAs-Ge, is needed to avoid the potential divergence; the result is an atomic disordering
and a stoichiometry change at the interface.
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Fig. 1.8 The polar catastrophe illustrated for atomically abrupt (001) interfaces be-
tween LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 . (a), The unreconstructed interface has neutral (001) planes in
SrTiO3 , but the (001) planes in LaAlO3 have alternating net charges (ρ). If the interface
plane is AlO2 /LaO/TiO2 , this produces a non-negative electric field (E), leading in turn to
an electric potential (V) that diverges with thickness. (b) If the interface is instead placed at
the AlO2 /SrO/TiO2 plane, the potential diverges negatively. (c), The divergence catastrophe
at the AlO2 /LaO/TiO2 interface can be avoided if half an electron is added to the last Ti
layer. This produces an interface dipole that causes the electric field to oscillate about 0 and
the potential remains finite. The upper free surface is not shown, but in this simple model
the uppermost AlO2 layer would be missing half an electron, which would bring the electric
field and potential back to zero at the upper surface. The actual surface reconstruction is
more complicated. (d), The divergence for the AlO2 /SrO/TiO2 interface can also be avoided
by removing half an electron from the SrO plane in the form of oxygen vacancies [75].
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1.4 Electron inhomogeneities
Ariando et al. [2] measured the magnetization as a function of temperature and cooling
condition (fig. 1.9). The magnetization is positive, denoting a paramagnetic response, when
the sample is cooled in a non-vanishing magnetic field (field-cooling), but it is negative
if the magnetic field is zero during the cooling (zero-field-cooling) like diamagnetic sys-
tems. Moreover a ferromagnetic response, superimposed to both the paramagnetic and
diamagnetic ones, is evidenced by hysteresis loops. These magnetization measurements were
combined with magnetoresistance measurements for different directions of the magnetic field,
showing the presence of ferromagnetic regions which act as scattering centers for a quasi-
two-dimensional electron gas. The ferromagnetic behavior persists above room temperature
and, below 60K, it coexists with a superconductor-like diamagnetic/paramagnetic response.
Figure 1.11 reports a direct imaging of the interface magnetization and susceptibility, as
measured by Bert at al. [5]. It shows that the system is separated into different regions
where ferromagnetism appears as many static spatially separated in-plane dipoles, which
have no temperature dependence, embedded in a uniform paramagnetic metallic background.
Experimental evidences have been found, demonstrating that the dipoles are not point-like
but are instead ferromagnetic patches whose extent is below the experimental resolution. This
scenario persists from below the superconducting transition temperature to up to 200K, while
low temperatures are characterized by a non-uniform weak diamagnetic susceptibility due to
superconducting electrons that screen the local applied field. This indicates the existence
of a two-dimensional superconductor at the interface and a ferromagnetic landscape in the
background. The space-resolved image of the electronic phase separation at the interface also
shows that the superconductivity is weak and inhomogeneous and it is replaced, above the
critical temperature, by a paramagnetic behavior; it may indicate the presence of a first order
phase transition. However there is no evidence of a direct correlation between the spatial
inhomogeneities of the superconducting state and the distribution of magnetic regions.
The phase separation scenario, in which states at different densities coexist, may also
explain the experimental difficulties in determining the real amount of charge transferred
from LAO to LAO/STO interface. Measures of transport and capacitance [7, 9] find a value
of order n0 ∼ 0.02 electrons per unit cell, instead of the theoretical 0.5 [el./u.c.] predicted by
the polar catastrophe. However, they both may not be able to account for localized electrons
which are compensated from a local charge reconstruction 1.
1Besides that, the theoretical value of 0.5 [el./u.c.] is expected for thick LAO and STO samples, much
thicker than those commonly used in experiments, which is only few unit cells. Since the charge transfer has an
energy cost, it may be convenient to the system to compensate the polar catastrophe (that is reduced by the
finite size of the samples) using only a smaller amount of charge.
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Fig. 1.9 Magnetization of the interface SrTiO3 -LaAlO3 as a function of temperature. In
field-cooling (FC) condition the response is paramagnetic,whereas for zero-field-cooling
(ZFC) the response is diamagnetic. Superimposed to these behaviors, there is a ferromagnetic
response as evidenced by hysteresis-loops (not shown for FC) [2].
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Fig. 1.10 Comparison of SQUID images on LaAlO3-SrTiO3 interface and δ -doped SrTiO3
samples. (a), LAO-STO magnetometry image mapping the ferromagnetic order. (b), δ -doped
STO magnetometry image showing no ferromagnetic order. (c), LAO/STO susceptibility
image mapping the superfluid density at 40mK. (d), δ -doped STO susceptometry image
mapping the superfluid density at 82mK. (e), The temperature dependence of the suscep-
tibility taken at the two positions indicated in (c). (f), The temperature dependence of the
susceptibility taken at the two positions indicated in (e).
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Fig. 1.11 Spatially-resolved dual frequency PFM images show inhomogeneity at interface.
The height image (a) and corresponding PFM images (b-f) are shown at bias values Vdc =(b)
3V, (c) 2V, (d) 1V, (e) 0V (f) -2V with the mean value 4.24 a.u., 3.10 a.u., 1.91 a.u., 0.82 a.u.,
0.35 a.u. subtracted. Scan size 500nm × 500nm [7].
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1.5 Transport experiments and electrostatic tuning of the
2DEG
A remarkable feature of the 2DEG in LXO/STO interfaces is the possibility to control its
transport properties through an external electric potential, applied by means of a back-gating
electrode on the STO side or a top gating in the LXO side. The gating acts by changing
the density of charge in the EG, which is increased for positive voltages and decreased for
negative ones; but it also modifies the boundary conditions that the potential well, which
results from the band bending of the STO bulk spectrum at the interface (see figure 1.4 (a))
and it is responsible of the quantum confinement of the 2DEG, has to match in order to
satisfy the equation of electrostatic2. Experimental evidences [9] show that both the total
amount of carriers and the shape of the well in which they are trapped are important to define
the transport properties of this 2DEG.
Since the first observation of a conductive layer by Ohtomo et al., the transport properties
of the 2DEG have been extensively studied, showing how a metal-to-insulator3 transition,
or even a superconducting-to-metal one, can be induced in the system just by changing the
external gate voltage. In this section we will review some of these evidences to motivate the
percolative model introduced in chapter 2.
Metallic conductivity and Hall measurements
In figure 1.12(b) (black continuous line) the sheet resistance Rs, measured by Biscaras et al.
[9], is plotted as a function of the back gating VG. As expected, the gas is more conducting
since electrons are added, and the curve decreases in VG. But then, around VG = 0, a kink
in the resistance appears, a behavior that is not compatible with a simple Drude model
where the resistance only depends smoothly on the density of carriers. In order to explain
the anomalous dependence of the resistance from the doping, Biscaras et al. made also
Hall-effect measurements at low temperature (∼ 20 mK) and high magnetic field (45T), and
found that the Hall resistance is linear only for negative VG, but not for positive VG, as shown
in figure 1.12 (a). In the latter case two distinct slopes are evident, at low and high fields,
respectively. Eventual non-linearities due to measurement errors such as a misalignment of
voltage contacts in the setup can be excluded from the linear dependence around zero field
B (B ∈ [−2,2]T). Biscaras et al. proposed that the appearance of a non-linear behavior is
2 The role of the gating on the quantum well will be explained in chapter 3, where the local spectrum of the
2DEG is calculated.
3Actually, the system is driven from a metallic phase to a weakly localizing one. It becomes insulating only
at very low doping.
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Fig. 1.12 (b): Resistance, density of total charges (ns), LMC (n1), HMC (n2), and apparent
(nHall) of the 2DEG, calculated by analyzing the Hall effect at high field in a model with two
types of carriers. (c): Mobility of LMC (µ1), HMC (µ2) and apparent (µHall) [9].
associated with the appearance two types of charge carriers with different mobility, that are
both present in the 2DEG but in different proportions, n1 and n2 respectively. They called
these carriers low mobility carriers (LMC) and high mobility carriers (HMC). HMC and
LMC could explain the non monotone curve of the apparent number of carriers nHall in figure
1.12 (a), that is not compatible with only one electric carrier for the gas (instead, as expected
for electrostatic doping, the total number of carriers ntotal = n1+n2 rises monotonically with
Vg).
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Indeed, fitting the Hall resistance with a two-band model4 (colored curves in figure
1.12(a)) yields good agreement with the experimental data. As reported in figures 1.12(b)
and 1.12(c), the LMC carriers (with a low and constant mobility µ1) are present for all gate
biases. In contrast, a few HMC (with a mobility µ2 increasing linearly with bias) show up
for positive Vg only, as also observed by Kim et al. [62]. The question of what are the states
only accessible at positive gating (and thus higher in energy than the states already accessible
at VG = 0) is still debated. Biscaras et al. sustain that both LMC and HMC correspond
to dxy electrons. According to their interpretation the HMC have a rather 3D character
and are therefore less sensitive to disorder. In contrast, the LMC are located very close to
the interface, with a pronounced 2D character and therefore more subject to localization.
While this interpretation is surely sound, many theoretical and experimental works report
the emergence of new physics as soon as the heavier dxz , dyz start to be filled [42, 57, 47, 4].
Consequently, the HMC might be associated with these anisotropic bands, too.
1.5.1 Hysteresis and trapped charges
The presence of HMC could explain the hysteretic behavior (fig. 1.13) of the resistance as
a function of the gate voltage, when the samples are cooled starting from Vg = 0 and then
Vg is changed. In fact, while the total number of carriers is not increased during the first
polarization, a small amount of HMC is injected into the gas (fig. 1.14), whose mobility
is highly dependent on the gate voltage (fig. 1.15) around Vg = 0, but saturates as Vg is
increased. Once the maximum value of Vg is reached, the voltage is decreased and the
hysteretic behavior appears both in the resistance and in the total (partial) number of carrier.
Biscaras explains the evaporation of the charge as the result of the bending of the confining
potential due to the applied positive voltage (figure 1.16): when the sample is cooled at
zero voltage, the well is almost filled by the 2DEG. As soon as the voltage is increased,
more electrons are added to the gas. However, they cannot remain confined in the well,
but escape towards the STO bulk exceeding the potential barrier. Biscaras assumes that a
static distribution of trapped charges result from these electrons, since they fill some deep (or
localized) levels in the STO sample, due to impurities or defects.
While a complete description of the escaping mechanism during the doping procedure is
reviewed in detail in reference [11], the role of trapped charges will be investigated better in
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Fig. 1.13 Resistance of the 2DEG as a function of the gate voltage after a zero-voltage
cooling of the samples [9].
Fig. 1.14 Density of HMC, LMC and total number of carriers measured by Hall-effect
experiments [9].
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Fig. 1.15 Mobility of HMC, LMC and total number of carriers measured by Hall-effect
experiments [9].
chapter 3, as they are essential to ensure the numerical convergence of the self-consistent
calculation of the potential well.
1.5.2 Superconductivity
In figure 1.17 we report the measurements, made by Biscaras et al. [9], of the sheet resistance
as a function of both gate voltage and temperatures5. At low temperature, superconductivity
takes place with a maximum critical temperature Tc of about 200 mK, and signatures of
superconducting fraction are seen well above the temperature at which the global zero
resistance state is reached. This happens only for a large enough doping level: by decreasing
Vg, the superconducting fraction is continuously reduced to a value such that the resistance
stays finite down to the lowest measured temperatures. For negative voltages, when in the
low density regime, the superconducting fraction eventually disappears and the 2DEG stays
metallic at all temperatures and seems to undergo weak localization at low T . Finally, at
yet smaller carrier densities the system behaves as an insulator. The suppression of the
superconducting state seems to be correlated to the singular behavior of the normal resistance
state around Vg = 0, indicating that the doping process modifies deeply the electronic
properties of the 2DEG.
5The sample is the same used to perform the Hall measurements of figure 1.12.
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Fig. 1.16 Schematic picture of the mechanism followed by the electrons to escape the
confining potential. (C
¯
enter): quantum well at the LAO/STO interface when the samples
are cooled at zero-gating voltage. The Fermi level is almost on the top of the well. (Right):
irreversible escaping of the electrons towards the SrTiO3 side when a positive voltage is
applied to the gate. (Left): a negative polarization of the gate electrode does not cause the
fugue of the electrons and the polarization is reversible [9].
Fig. 1.17 The resistance of the LTO sample as function of the temperature, for different gate
voltages [9].
22 Overview on oxide heterostructures
The analysis of the magnetic critical field [10] evidences the strong two-dimensional
character of the superconducting 2DEG, which has a typical thickness, th, smaller than 10 nm,
in agreement with self-consistent calculations of the electronic states in the quantum well
formed at the interface (see [9, 92] and chapter 3), and a superconducting coherence length of
ξ ∼ 40−70 nm (th< ξ ). With a Fermi energy in the 100−150 meV range [9, 72], the Fermi
wavelength is λF ∼ 10 nm, that is slightly greater than the extension of the well (λF ≥ th).
This 2DEG is therefore an extreme 2D superconductor, with an electronic sub-band structure
due to confinement. As the doping is changed electrostatically, the superconducting critical
temperature Tc is modulated, and shows a dome-like dependence with gate voltage Vg, ending
with a quantum critical point (figure 1.19).
Owing to its low dimensionality, one expects that disorder plays an important role in
the physics of this system. In particular, the evidences of inhomogeneities in the 2DEG
at LXO/STO interfaces suggest that it may share some common behavior with other 2D
superconductors, such as homogeneously disordered films of conventional superconductors
of TiN or NbN. However, while the latter present rather sharp transitions with high slopes of
R(T ) around Tc, LXO/STO heterostructures commonly display broad transitions even for
relatively small values of the normal-state resistance. In figure 1.18 the typical shape of R(T )
is sketched schematically, showing how the downturn of R(T ) toward zero is characterized
by a linear regime with a relatively small slope. The width of the transition can be estimated
approximately as ∆Tc/Tc ≃ (Th−Tl)/Tl , where the two scales Tl and Th are defined as in
figure 1.18. In their paper, Caprara et al. shown that the typical width of the superconducting
transition in metal-oxide interfaces is substantially larger that the width of standard disordered
films, which attain values comparable to those reported for the interfaces only at extremely
large disorder concentration, where also the critical temperature is driven to zero [26]. To
explain this anomalously tailish resistance curves, Caprara et al. noted that that such broad
transitions in the 2DEG can hardly be ascribed to ordinary superconducting fluctuations.
Indeed, considering the Aslamazov-Larkin contribution of superconducting fluctuations,
which is a universal quantity in two dimensions and accounts for the the paraconductive
corrections above Tc, one finds that ordinary superconducting fluctuations would give a
∆T/Tc are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the experimental one. This suggest
[26] that in heterostructures these large transition widths and persisting tails arise from
mesoscopic inhomogeneities and the superconducting transition is someway related to the
physics of a percolative system. We anticipate that the scenario of an inhomogeneous
superconducting state at oxide interfaces, that will be explored in more detail in chapter 2, is
also supported by the recent analysis of the quantum critical behavior that is observed when
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Fig. 1.18 Sketch of the typical resistance curve for a superconducting interface (circles).
The width of the transition can be estimated as ∆Tc/Tc ≃ (Th−Tl)/Tl . A pronounced tail is
present also below Tl . Figure from [26].
the superconducting phase is suppressed by means of a magnetic field perpendicular to the
interface[8]. This aspect is the topic of the next section.












































Fig. 1.19 Superconducting transition as a function of gate voltage for a LTO/STO sample [9].
The quantum critical point (QCP) is marked by a black dot.
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Fig. 1.20 (a)Sheet resistance Rs as a function of the temperature, for different perpendicular
magnetic field. The gating is V = 80 V. Inset: critical temperature Tc and conductivity
Gs = 1/Rs as a function of the gate voltage.(b,c) Zoom of the same data. Figures from
Biscaras et al. [8].
1.6 Multiple quantum criticality
Quantum critical regime develops in the vicinity of a zero temperature phase transition,
where the role of temperature in driving the transition is taken by a control parameter in
the Hamiltonian (e.g the external magnetic field). In figure 1.20 (a) the sheet resistance R
of a LTO/STO sample is plotted as a function of temperature, for different perpendicular
magnetic field [8]. A low temperature (figure 1.20 (b)) and a high temperature (figure 1.20 (c))
regimes are then identified. In each of them, depending on whether their derivative is positive
or negative, the resistance curves are clearly separated in two classes by a line of constant
resistance R (marked by a dashed line), which occurs at some magnetic field B. The resistance
R is equal to Rx when the temperature T is in the interval T ∈ [0.12,0.22]K and the field is
B = Bx, and it is equal to Rc when T ∈ [0.04,0.10]K and the field is B = Bc.






















Fig. 1.21 Sketch of the procedure adopted to extract the quantum critical behavior when
the superconducting phase is suppressed by means of a magnetic field perpendicular to the
interface. (a) When the resistance R is plotted as a function of temperature T , three behaviors
are observed over a certain temperature interval, exemplified by the curves corresponding to
the three magnetic fields B1 < B2 < B3: superconducting, critical, insulating. (b) To better
identify the critical value of the magnetic filed, B× or Bc, isotherms are plotted as a function
of B, exemplified by the three curves corresponding to the temperatures T1 < T2 < T3:
the crossing point of the isotherms corresponds to B (B× or Bc), and the corresponding
characteristic value R is obtained on the resistance axis.
In order to identify the correct values of Rc and Rx, and the corresponding magnetic fields
Bc and Bx, the resistance curves are plotted as a function of the magnetic field B at different
temperatures, looking for their crossing point (figures 1.21, 1.22(a,c)).
When the resistance R is rescaled6 by the characteristic value R and plotted as a function
of the variable (B−B)/T 1/zν (see figure 1.22), z being the dynamical exponent (converting
a critical length scale in a time scale), and ν the critical exponent of the correlation length
as a function of temperature, two quantum critical scaling regimes are found, in different
temperature ranges (figure 1.22(b,c)). Criticality is signaled by the collapsing of the resistance
curves on top of only two “master curves”.
These two scaling regimes, separated by a crossover at intermediate temperatures, are
in correspondence with two different values of the characteristic magnetic field B = B×,Bc.
The smaller field, B×, is related to the scaling at higher T , with zν ≈ 23 , whereas the
(slightly) larger field, Bc, corresponds to the scaling at lower T , with zν ≈ 32 . Noticeably, the
characteristic fields B× and Bc coalesce at low carrier density, i.e. low gate voltage Vg. When
Vg is increased, B× saturates to a constant, Bd , whereas Bc closely tracks the superconducting
critical temperature Tc (with a conversion factor of 1 T corresponding to 1 K. See figure
1.23 (a)).
6This procedure is called by the Finite Size Scaling (FSS) analysis and will be used also in chapter 4. A
brief explanation of how FSS works can be found in the appendix B.






























































Fig. 1.22 FSS analysis for VG = +80V. (a) Sheet resistance RS as a function of magnetic field
B for different temperatures from 0.1 to 0.2 K. The crossing point is (BX = 0.185 T, RX =
372.4Ω−1). (b) FSS plot of RS/RX as a function of |B−BX |t (see text for the definition of
t). Inset: temperature behavior of the scaling parameter t. The power-law fit gives zν = 0.66.
(c) RS as a function of B for different temperatures from 0.04 to 0.07 K. The crossing point is
(BC = 0.235 T, RC = 376.6Ω−1). (d) FSS plot of RS/RC as a function of |B−BC|t. Inset:
temperature behavior of the scaling parameter t. The power-law fit gives zν = 1.5. Figures
from reference [8].
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Fig. 1.23 (a) Bx,Bc (left scale) and Tc (right scale) as a function of Vg . The dashed line
corresponds to Bd . Regions I and II refers to the low, and respectively high, coupling regimes
(see text). (b) The dephasing length Lφ diverges with decreasing temperature, and reaches
the size of the superconducting puddles Ld at Td . The insets show a piece of material in the
two regimes. At high temperature (bottom), Lφ < Ld and the system is in the clean limit,
whereas at low temperature (top), Lφ > Ld , and the system is in the dirty limit. In this
drawing, superconducting puddles (blue) are coupled through a 2DEG (yellow). The arrows
symbolize the local phase of the superconductor. Figure taken from [8].
A possible explanation for this multiple critical behavior relies on the assumption that
superconductivity develops in static puddles embedded in a metallic background. Within
an isolated puddle, superconductivity would be suppressed by the smaller critical field B×.
However, the puddles are coupled through their common metallic background [96]. When
inter-puddle coupling eventually intervenes, superconductivity is strengthened and survives
up to the (slightly) larger critical field Bc.
If we borrow the value of the dynamical exponent z = 1, which is commonly adopted in
similar situations [95], the intra-puddle criticality is described by the XY model [56, 101,
69, 63] in the clean limit, where ν ≈ 23 . However, when the temperature decreases, the
coherence length, Lφ , increases, eventually exceeding the puddle size, Ld , and inter-puddle
superconductivity establishes in the inhomogeneous landscape of puddles embedded in the
metallic background (see figure 1.23 (b)). In this case, the exponent ν must obey the Harris
criterion[52] for disordered systems, and indeed we find ν ≈ 32 > 1.
In it worth noting that the superconducting puddle size can be estimated from the
saturation value Bd , once one recognize that Bd is the critical field B× on a puddle of size
Ld (Bd ∼ φ0/L2d , where φ0 is the flux quantum). From this relation, a value of Ld ∼ 100nm





In the previous chapter we have shown that magnetotransport experiments reveal the presence
of high- and low-mobility carriers in LTO/STO, and superconductivity seems to develop as
soon as high-mobility carriers appear, when carrier density is tuned above a threshold value
by means of gate voltage, Vg (see figure 2.1). The width of the superconducting transition is
anomalously large and cannot be accounted for by reasonable superconducting fluctuation.
This phenomenology suggests instead that an inhomogeneous 2DEG is formed at these oxide
interfaces, opening the way to a scenario of percolative superconducting transition [26].
Here we first provide new, compelling evidence of the inhomogeneous character of
the 2DEG, extending previous multicarrier analyses of magnetotransport measurements to
deal with inhomogeneous systems. Using a phenomenological description of the electron
gas, based on the detection of multiple type of carriers and inhomogeneities, we shall then
show that the measured resistance, superfluid density, and tunneling spectra result from
the percolative connection of superconducting puddles with randomly distributed critical
temperatures, embedded in a weakly localized background.
Despite most of the analysis carried out in this chapter is referred to back gated samples, we
expect that our conclusions remain valid also in a top gating configuration.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: in section 2.1, we propose a model for multi
carrier magnetotransport in inhomogeneous systems, and show that previous analyses of the
magnetoresistance and Hall resistance measurements, in terms of two different species of car-
riers [9], are fully consistent with the inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG at the LAO/STO
and LTO/STO interfaces. In sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we revisit some of our previous results.
Assuming inhomogeneity as an empirical evidence, we show that resistance measurements
[9] and the topographic mapping of the superfluid density [6] can be accounted for within




LaXO3 (X=Al or Ti)
SrTiO
Fig. 2.1 Scheme of an oxide interface (not in scale), in the back gating configuration. The
LAO (or LTO) topmost slab has a thickness of few nm, whereas the STO slab is ≈ 0.5 mm
thick. The back gate voltage Vg is employed to tune the carrier density of the 2DEG. The top
gating configuration is also possible.
a percolative scheme. In section 2.5, we discuss some preliminary aspects of a theory for
metal-insulator-superconductor tunneling in inhomogeneous superconductors that is apt to
reproduce the measured tunneling spectra [88]. In section 2.6, relying on the results of [24],
we show that the properties of the superconducting puddles (e.g., their fractions and critical
temperatures) can be extracted from experiments and used to model intra puddle, multi carrier
superconductivity, gaining insight about the pairing mechanism. Although some features
of the diamagnetic response seem to be related to strong superconducting coupling [6], we
show instead that inhomogeneities and multi carrier superconductivity fully account for the
behavior of these systems within a standard, weak-coupling Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer
(BCS) scheme.
2.1 Multi-carrier magneto-transport in inhomogeneous sys-
tems
The detection of high- and low-mobility carriers by means of magneto transport measure-
ments in LTO/STO [9] is not necessarily direct evidence of inhomogeneity, since the two
species of carriers could coexist in a homogeneous manner. However, to account for the
phenomenology of the superconducting state of the 2DEG at the LXO/STO interface, we
propose that the 2DEG is inhomogeneous, with higher-density regions (the superconducting
puddles) and lower-density regions (the metallic background) [8, 24]. Assigning a band
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structure to the system, one assumes that when the density is large enough to fill the bands
occupied by the high-mobility carriers, the high-mobility carriers should locally coexist with
low-mobility carriers occupying the lower-lying levels (see also section 2.6). A picture then
emerges in which the low-mobility carriers alone are present in the metallic background,
whereas both low- and high-mobility carriers exist in the superconducting puddles. To
improve our description of LXO/STO interfaces, we must then rely on a theory for multi
carrier magneto transport that is able to deal with an inhomogeneous system. One such
theory has been developed in the form of an effective medium theory (EMT) for the Hall
conductance of a binary medium resulting from the mixture of two phases and based on
rotation transformations (see [3] for a detailed description of this method). In our description
of the LXO/STO interfaces, a less dense phase hosts a species of low-mobility carriers,
and the other, denser phase hosts both high- and low-mobility carriers. Following [3] and






which we use to accurately fit the experimental resistivity data of LTO/STO [9] under
strong magnetic field and at different gate voltages (see figure 2.2). Here σEMTxx (B,ε) and
σEMTxy (B,ε) are the diagonal and the off-diagonal elements of the conductivity tensor, as
defined in appendix A.2, B is a magnetic field perpendicular to the interface, ε is the deviation
from the percolating threshold1. This procedure allows us to extract the values of both the
mobilities, µi, and the densities, ni, of the two species of carriers, as well as the fraction of
the system occupied by the superconducting puddles, w. These values are reported in figure
2.3, while the inset of figure 2.2 displays the evolution of the normal-state sheet resistance,
extracted using the relation R = [σxx(B = 0,ε)]−1 with changing Vg.
Our present findings cast a new perspective on the analysis carried out in [9], where the
appearance of more mobile carriers around Vg = 0 V was found. On the one hand, we fully
confirm that result, but on the other hand, we find here that the magnetotransport data are well
described assuming that these carriers do not appear uniformly in the whole system. Rather,
high- and low-mobility carriers coexist in a high-mobility metallic phase, identified here with
phase (2), which is inhomogeneously distributed at the interface and spatially separated from
the less metallic phase (1), where only one species of less-mobile carriers is present. In this
framework, the enhanced conductivity around Vg = 0V and the changes in the slope of the
Hall resistance at a high magnetic field occur because a finite fraction, w, of phase (2), which
1We use w≡ 12 − ε for the fraction of the system occupied by the superconducting puddles. See appendix
A.2
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Fig. 2.2 Hall resistance as a function of the magnetic field for different gate voltages, Vg,
measured at T = 4.2K in an LTO/STO 15-unit-cell-thick sample (sample A of [9]). Solid
lines correspond to experimental data, taken from [9], while the dashed lines obtained here
fit the data in equation (2.1). For clarity, the curves have been shifted upwards by 50Ω in
increasing voltage order. Inset: Sheet resistance R, obtained via equation (A.6), as a function
of the gate voltage.
is characterized by an overall higher carrier density and hosts high-mobility carriers, appears
around this gate voltage (see figure 2.3(a)). In agreement with the conclusions of [9], we
also find that the more mobile carriers have a lower-density than the low-mobility carriers
(figure 2.3(b)) but, in contrast with the results obtained within a homogeneous description,
the mobilities of the two species stay rather constant over the whole range of gate voltages in
the present inhomogeneous scheme (see figure 2.3(c)).
2.2 Percolative superconductivity
After assessing the occurrence of inhomogeneous multi carrier magneto transport at LXO/STO
interfaces, we discuss the superconducting transition that is driven by tuning the gate voltage,
Vg (i.e. the carrier density), above a threshold value. It has been shown that the supercon-
ducting transition that occurs in inhomogeneous system is well described within the EMT
[26]. EMT is a mean-field-like theory used to describe a random resistor network (RRN)
that lacks spatial correlation. The EMT equations are obtained by embedding one given
random resistance, Ri, in an effective medium of constant resistance, R. The latter is chosen
so the same current that flows thorough Ri also flows in the RRN (see appendix A). The EMT
resistance can be shown [26] to be larger than the parallel of random resistance, and smaller
2.2 Percolative superconductivity 33



































Fig. 2.3 (a) The fraction w, of the high-mobility metallic phase (phase (2), see text). (b)
Densities of the less (n1, empty circles) and more-mobile (n2, empty squares) carriers
extracted from the fits of the Hall resistance, equation (2), as a function of the gate voltage
measured at T = 4.2K. (c) Mobilities µ1 (empty circles) and µ2 (empty squares) of the
majority (low-mobility) and minority (high-mobility) carriers, respectively, extracted from
equation (2). Type 1 (low-mobility) carriers alone are present in phase (1), while both type 1
and 2 (high-mobility) carriers are present in phase (2).
than the series of random resistances with the two limiting values being reached in infinite
and one dimensions, respectively.
The resistance of the LTO/STO interface exhibits a marked suppression due to incipient
superconductivity, which is accurately fitted [24], assuming that the superconducting puddles
occupy a fraction, w < 1, of the sample, and that each puddle is characterized by a random
local critical temperature, Tc. For the sake of definiteness, we adopt a Gaussian distribution
of critical temperatures, W (Tc), parametrized by its mean value, T¯c, and its width, γ . The
remaining 1−w fraction of the sample is occupied by metallic background. The resistance
at temperature T is found within EMT to be [26]










and results form the metallic background (first term inside the square brackets) and from
not yet superconducting puddles (i.e., those puddles with Tc < T , the second term inside
the square brackets, with erf being the error function); the remaining puddles (i.e. those
with Tc > T ), have become superconducting and do not contribute to the resistance. The
high-temperature resistance R∞, w, T c, and γ are used as fitting parameters. The global zero
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Fig. 2.4 (a) Sketch of the behavior of the resistance as a function of temperature in a case
when the superconducting fraction does not percolate. (b) Distribution of critical temperatures
W (Tc) in the superconducting puddles, that occupy a fraction w of the sample (the remaining
1−w fraction will never become superconducting). (c−g) When the temperature is reduced
[from (g) to (c)] superconducting puddles appear in the system as soon as the local critical
temperature exceeds T . However, if the puddles do not percolate down to T = 0, the global
zero resistance state is never reached. (h) Sketch of the tunneling spectra measured in
LAO/STO, as a function of bias voltage V : At temperatures well above the temperature at
which the zero resistance state is reached (if ever), a suppression is observed in the tunneling
spectra around zero bias, accompanied by more or less pronounced coherence peaks above
the gap. The coherence peaks are smeared and the intra-gap spectra are broadened, with
non-vanishing zero bias spectral weight, that we attribute to the metallic background. The
curves are labelled by colored triangles that refer to the corresponding temperatures in panel
(a).
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Measured sheet resistance in a LAO/STO sample, for Vg =
−10,10,30,50,70,100,150,200 V. The solid lines are the EMT fits. (b) Same as in
panel (a), with fewer experimental curves, fitted by RRN curves (solid lines). The RRN fits
are based on an exact numerical solution of the Kirchhoff equations for the resistive network.
(c) Weight of the superconducting fraction and (d) width of the Tc distribution, from EMT
(line and squares) and RRN (large open squares) fits.












A solution for Tp only exists if the superconducting fraction of the 2DEG can percolate in
the two dimensional system (i.e., for w≥ 12). When Tp < 0, or when it is not at all defined
(for w < 12), the resistance remains finite down to T = 0, although the presence of a sizable
(yet not percolating) superconducting fraction is mirrored by a sizable suppression of R(T ),
as sketched in Fig. 2.4(a).
The resistance measured in an LTO/STO sample as a function of T for various values
of the gate voltages, Vg, [9] are shown in figure 2.5(a), along with the fitting EMT curves
(symbols and solid lines, respectively). Figure 2.5 is inspired by a similar figure in [24], with
new elements included to make explicit connection with the overview contained in this paper.
The set of parameters R∞,w,T c,γ , i.e., the distribution of the puddles, changes with
changing the carrier density by means of gating.
We are thus able to extract from the fits the mean intra-puddle critical temperature T c
(i.e., the temperature at which R(T ) changes curvature within EMT), which will be analyzed
in section 2.6, and the overall superconducting fraction w, which is tracked by the solid
line with filled squares in figure 2.5(c). Note that EMT disregards spatial correlations, so
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that the presence of pronounced tails in the resistance, in the presence of a percolating
superconducting cluster, force the overall superconducting fraction to be[26] w ≈ 12 , as
shown in Fig. 2.5(c). The width γ of the Gaussian distribution of Tc is plotted as a solid
line with filled squares in figure 2.5(d). It increases as the fraction w of the puddles goes to
zero. This is rather natural because a reduction of the carrier density emphasizes the effects
of disorder, so that fluctuations of the local superconducting critical temperature increase,
leading to a broadening of the Tc distribution.
A comment is now in order. When dealing with superconducting puddles embedded in a
superconducting background, we expect the proximity effect [78, 65] to play an important
role in LXO/STO interfaces. Within EMT, this effect certainly entails the temperature
dependence of the superconducting fraction, w. However, when fitting the resistance curves,
R(T ), the introduction of a temperature-dependent w(T ) is not viable, because it would make
a good fit by definition. Nonetheless, the role of the proximity effect can be analyzed when
discussing tunneling spectra. We shall come back to this point in section 2.5.
2.3 Superfluid density in inhomogeneous superconductors
The inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG at the LXO/STO interfaces raises the question of
the description of the superfluid properties in a mixture of two phases.
The superfluid density ns was measured [6] by means of a Superconducting Quantum
Interference Device (SQUID) in LAO/STO interfaces. The measurements average over micro-
metric scales and are therefore not sensitive to submicrometric inhomogeneities. Nonetheless,
the idea that the 2DEG at these interfaces is inhomogeneous, is still supported by the evidence
of variations of ns on the micrometric scale within a given sample. Encouraged by the marked
similarity of the resistance curves in LAO/STO and in LTO/STO, we apply EMT also to
describe the measured local ns as an average over an inhomogeneous state of submicrometric
puddles. We point out that recent experiments in LTO/STO [8] led to estimate the typical
size of the puddles to be ≈ 100 nm, thereby supporting this idea.
We proceeded to extend EMT to a small frequency, ω[24], and assigning a Drude-like
complex conductivity, σM(ω) = Λ(Γ+ iω)−1, to the metallic background and assigned a
purely reactive conductivity, σS(ω) = Λ(iω)−1, to the superconducting puddles. We then
defined the resistivity ρS(ω)≡ σ−1S (ω) and ρM(ω)≡ σ−1M (ω) = ρ0+ρS(ω), with ρ0 ≡ Γ/Λ.
At high T , the system is metallic and ρ(ω) = ρM(ω). However, when the temperature is
lowered, the static resistivity vanishes within each individual puddle as soon as T equals
the local Tc. Although the full expression of the complex resistivity can be found within
EMT, aiming at describing the static diamagnetic response, we give only the expression
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Superfluid density (symbols) as a function of T and EMT fits according to
Eq. (2.3) (solid lines). Weight of the superconducting fraction (b) and width of the Tc
distribution (c) extracted from the EMT fits, as a function of Vg. The lines are guides to the
eye.
up to terms ∼ ω , i.e., ρ(ω)≈ ρ0 (wM−wS)ϑ(wM−wS)+ |wM−wS|−1ρS(ω), where ϑ is
the Heaviside function, wS is the fraction of puddles that have become superconducting at
a given temperature, and wM = 1−wS is the non superconducting fraction resulting both
from puddles that have not yet become superconducting and from the metallic background.
Evidently, when wM > wS, the conductivity is Drude-like. However, below the percolation
temperature Tp (whenever defined), wM <wS, and the conductivity is purely reactive: σ(ω)=
Γ(wS−wM)(iω)−1. Therefore, using equation (2.2), we find that the superfluid density of



















In Fig. 2.6(a), this average superfluid density and our EMT fits (equation (2.3)) are
reported for different values of Vg. The behavior of ns(T ), although qualitatively resembling
the BCS prediction, may quantitatively differ from it. The slope at T = Tp, for instance,
is controlled by the width γ of the distribution W (Tc). Thus, the deviations from standard
BCS prediction measured in Ref. [6] and attributed to a tendency to strong coupling are
here alternatively explained claiming that the 2DEG is in a weak coupling BCS regime (see
Sec. 2.6), but the superfluid density is intrinsically inhomogeneous at the submicrometric
scale, and is averaged at the micron scale by the SQUID pick-up loop used in Ref. [6]. We
point out that our mean field approach is justified by the observation that the channels down
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to ≈ 500 nm wide share properties similar to those of the larger samples [98]. Our fits yield
the fraction, w, of volume occupied by the puddles, extracted from measurements of the
superfluid density and reported in Fig. 2.6(b). It ranges from 12 to 1, and is always larger
than the fraction obtained from transport measurements. This is not surprising, because
transport mainly probes the long-range connectivity of the percolating path, regardless of
dead ends and disconnected superconducting regions [1], whereas diamagnetic screening
measurements are sensitive to all sufficiently large superconducting loops, even when not
connected to the backbone. In this case, the diamagnetic fraction can be large and the
long-distance connectivity can be small if many puddles or loops are disconnected (see
section. 2.4). Figure 2.6(c) reports the behavior of the width, γ , of the distribution W (Tc),
inferred from the superfluid density. We point out that, despite the fact that we are dealing
with different materials and physical quantities, the behavior of γ resembles that obtained
from transport in LTO/STO, as seen in figure 2.5(d), and is of comparable magnitude. Of
course, a proof of the above arguments requires a model accounting for space correlations
that includes both closed loops (relevant for diamagnetism) and connected paths (relevant for
transport). While such a model has been found for transport (see Sec. 2.4), a similar model
for the diamagnetic response is not yet available, so our discussion on this specific aspect has
a purely speculative character. An experimental test to our scenario could be provided by the
observation of different diamagnetic responses in field-cooled and zero-field-cooled samples.
In the first case one expects substantially smaller diamagnetic fraction, since a sizable flux
would be trapped in the normal part, encircled by the superconducting loops (see the shaded
region in figure 2.7 and the discussion in section 2.4).
The study of the dynamical response of an inhomogeneous superconductor at finite
frequency, within EMT, is presently under investigation. A somewhat similar approach,
applied to superconducting stripes in high-temperature superconductors, can be found in
[74].
2.4 Space correlations within the superconducting cluster
A possible explanation for the discrepancy between the superconducting fraction, w, observed
in both transport and diamagnetism measurements may rest upon the filamentary structure
of the superconducting cluster at oxide interfaces [27]. So far, we have made use of the
mean-field-like EMT, which completely neglects spatial correlations. To investigate the
mechanisms determining the superconducting fraction observed in transport, w ≈ 12 , we
solve a random resistor network (RRN) where the superconducting puddles form a spatially
correlated cluster embedded in a metallic matrix. Preliminary results [16] indicated that
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a superconducting cluster dense at short distances and filamentary at larger distances is
necessary in order to reproduce the observed tails of the resistance curves near percolation.
Based on this observation and following a procedure similar to the one described in [18], we
generated a fractal-like cluster that has small long-scale connectivity and percolates only
when almost all bonds have become superconducting. We point out that the fractality of
the cluster is an artifice to produce spatially correlated networks that are at the same time
dense at short distances and filamentary over long distances. For a Gaussian W (Tc), the low
temperature tail of the distribution must be necessarily reached in order to get a percolating
path, and a correspondingly pronounced tail in the resistance is obtained. In absence of
a filamentary structure at long distance, compact clusters fail to reproduce the tails in the
resistance. Our systematic investigation showed that the presence of loosely connected
filaments is necessary to get the correct behavior of R(T ) near percolation. On the other hand,
a purely filamentary structure, no matter how dense at short distance, is too loose and is not
apt to describe the behavior of R(T ) at higher temperatures. In order to tune the density of
the superconducting cluster without significantly changing the long-distance connectivity, we
decorate the filaments with randomly distributed superpuddles, which we assume are circular
for simplicity’s sake. Their number and size is chosen to produce weights w ranging from
0.3 to 0.7 (see the sketch in figure 2.7). Superpuddles may be produced either large tails in
the distribution of the puddle sizes or by extrinsic pinning centers, promoting the nucleation
of much larger puddles. We systematically investigated the effect of the size and density of
the superpuddles. A smaller fraction of larger superpuddles or a larger fraction of smaller
superpuddles are essentially equivalent, as long as the superpuddles do not overlap to form
percolating clusters.
In figure 2.5(b) we show our fits of the resistance obtained within our RRNs. Noticeably,
even though the superconducting fraction, w, is no longer forced to 12 , as it was instead within
EMT, the resistance displays pronounced tails only if 0.50. w. 0.65. The lower bound is
imposed by the high slope at intermediate temperatures whereas the upper bound is due to
the pronounced tail near percolation. In figure2.5(c) and (d) we show the fraction w occupied
by the superconducting cluster and the width γ of the Gaussian distribution W (Tc) obtained
within the RRN (open squares): γ qualitatively resembles the width obtained within EMT,
and increases upon lowering Vg. Thus EMT and RRN models lead to similar results about
the distribution of Tc and its variation with Vg, provided the RRN is dense at short distances
and filamentary over long distances.
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Fig. 2.7 Sketch of the RRN with superpuddles (green regions) connected by filaments of
puddles (purple circles). The large shaded region, that does not contribute to superconducting
transport, contributes instead to the diamagnetic response in the case of a field-cooling
measurement.
2.5 Tunneling spectra of inhomogeneous superconductors
Another possibility for examining the inhomogeneous character of the superconducting
state at LXO/STO interface is provided by tunneling experiments. Recent metal-insulator-
superconductor tunnel spectroscopy measurements on LAO/STO [88] reveal the occurrence
of a state with finite resistance, but with superconducting-like density of states (DOS). The
measurements are performed depositing a metallic Au electrode on top of the insulating LAO
layer and applying a bias voltage, V , to drive a tunnel current I between the electrode and the
2DEG (see figure 2.8).
The electrode measures several hundreds µm across, thus being orders of magnitude
larger than the nanoscale inhomogeneities [8]. At the lowest measured temperature, T =
30 mK, the spectra reveal a gap in the DOS at the Fermi energy over the entire range of
explored gate voltages Vg ∈ [−300,300]V, accompanied by more or less broadened coherence
peaks above the gap (see figure 2.9 (a)), pointing to superconducting coherence and pairing
as the origin of DOS suppression. In the carrier depleted regime (Vg ≪ 0), the suppression is
found even in the absence of global superconductivity, again highlighting the inhomogeneous
character of the state formed by superconducting puddles embedded in a metallic matrix.
At very low carrier concentration, Vg ≈−300 V, the coherence peaks have been completely
smeared, although a sizable gap is still present as a signature of (incoherent) pairing. We
shall use the term “pseudo-gap state” to describe a state that simultaneously displays a
DOS suppression in the tunneling spectra, more or less pronounced coherence peaks, and
non-zero electrical resistance. At higher carrier concentration, Vg = 200 V, the 2DEG shows
a superconducting gap and coherence peaks that decrease with increasing temperature and










Fig. 2.8 (a) Photograph and (b) schematic cross section of a typical Au/LaAlO3/SrTiO3
tunnel device. The broad gold ring (inner diameter, 160 mm) lies on top of the LaAlO3
layer, which serves as a tunnel barrier between the 2DEG and the Au. The outer ring and
the center contact of the device are Au-covered Ti contacts to the 2DEG. (c) Cross-sectional
high-angle annular dark-field STEM image of a Au/LaAlO3/SrTiO3 tunnel junction. The




zone axis of the perovskite unit cells. Intensity is in arbitrary
unit (a.u). Figure and caption from reference [88].
vanish around 300 mK (which agrees with the critical temperature of bulk STO reported in
[64]). At Vg ≤ 0, the gap closes and the coherence peaks vanish at temperatures much higher
than the global Tc.
Since the tunneling spectra are taken over several hundreds µm, as we observed above,
we expect (see also [17]) that the observed pseudo-gap results from an average over supercon-
ducting regions (the superconducting puddles with a DOS described by standard BCS theory)
and metallic regions (composed of both the metallic background and not-yet-superconducting
puddles) with constant DOS N0 (see figure 2.4(h)).









f ′(E + eV )N(E)dE, (2.4)
where N(E) is the DOS, f ′(E) is the derivative of the Fermi distribution function, the
positive constant G0 customarily accounts for effects such as leakage currents, and G1
is a dimensional constant. We recall that in our model, superconducting pairing occurs
within each puddle below a local critical temperature Tc, randomly distributed according to a
probability distribution W (Tc). The DOS of the 2DEG probed in the tunneling spectra has
























Fig. 2.9 (a) Tunnel spectra for different back-gate voltage, VG (from [88]). (b) Fits (black
curves) of the experimental tuneling data of [88] (colored curves) with a Gaussian distribution
of Tc. The curves at positive (negative) gating have been shifted vertically by +0.3µS (-0.3µS)









dTcW (Tc)N∆(Tc,T )(E). (2.5)
The first two terms correspond to the metallic background and to puddles where pairing has
not taken place yet, respectively, and fully account for the zero bias background observed in
the tunneling spectra, allowing us to take G0 = 0 in equation (2.4). The third term corresponds








The first term is the standard BCS expression, and describes coherent pairing occurring
within a (1−x) fraction of the gapped part. The second term describes puddles that, although
having a gap, are too small to exhibit phase coherence. We define wpair as the total fraction
of the system that can display pairing down to T = 0, and the coherently and incoherently
paired fractions wcoh = (1− x)wpair and winc = xwpair. The latter term is necessary because
the experimental spectra are gapped but display no coherence peaks when Vg ≪ 0 [88]. The










Fig. 2.10 Sketch of the quantized levels ε¯ℓ in the potential well V (z) confining the 2DEG at
the interface (z is the coordinate perpendicular to the interface), and of the corresponding
carrier density distributions. The lower-lying levels, e.g., at energies E = ε¯0, ε¯1, accommodate
the low mobility carriers (LMC), whereas the topmost level, e.g., at E = ε¯2, hosts the high
mobility carriers (HMC).
gap is assumed to take the BCS expression









The value of N0 is determined by the high-bias part of the spectra, while w, x, and the
parameters of the distribution of critical temperatures, T c, γ , are used as fitting parameters.
At low temperature, accurate fits the spectra and of their evolution as a function of the
gate voltage Vg were obtained [17] (figure 2.9 (b)). Remarkably, the width of the distribution
of critical temperatures, γ , turned out to be very weakly dependent of Vg, indicating that the
the distribution of Tc in the sample is essentially related to structural properties, like the local
amount of disorder.
When fitting the temperature dependence of the spectra at fixed Vg, the attempt to use the
same temperature-independent set of parameters captures the main features of the spectra,
but yielded fits that are definitely less convincing than the fits at low temperature. However,
by releasing the severe constraint of temperature-independent parameters, very good fit
are obtained by letting w and x vary, while the parameters of the distribution of critical
temperatures, T c, γ are kept fixed. The variation of w and x with the temperature is more
clearly understood when expressed through the quantities wcoh and winc defined above. It
turns out that the fraction of the sample occupied by the superconducting cluster increases
with decreasing temperature, and saturates at low T , likely indicating that a sizable part of
the metallic background is gradually driven superconducting by proximity effect [17].
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2.6 Multi-carrier BCS model
According to the discussion developed so far, the inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG at
the LXO/STO oxide interfaces induces a distribution W (Tc) of local critical temperatures,
whose mean value, T c, depends on the overall carrier density (i.e., on Vg). This dependence
is obtained fitting the resistance data in Fig. 2.5(a) within EMT, shedding light on the
intra-puddle pairing mechanism. As discussed in section 2.1, detailed magneto-transport
measurements [9] highlighted the coexistence of a sizable amount of low-mobility carriers
and a smaller amount of high-mobility carriers in LTO/STO. Here, as well as in LAO/STO
[84], superconductivity seems definitely to be develop as soon as the high-mobility carriers
appear.
Accordingly, we propose [24] that superconducting pairing within the 2DEG formed


















where a†k,ℓ,σ (ak,ℓ,σ ) creates (annihilates) an electron with two-dimensional wave vector
k = (kx,ky), parallel to the plane of the interface, and spin projection σ =↑,↓, belonging to








where mℓ,x(y) are the (possibly anisotropic) effective masses of the charge carriers and µ is
the chemical potential, gℓℓ′ are the intraband (for ℓ = ℓ′) or interband (for ℓ ̸= ℓ′) pairing
amplitudes and N is the number of k points within the first Brillouin zone. The sub-bands
can originate, e.g., from the multiband structure of STO [27, 19] and/or from the quantum
confinement within the self-consistent potential well at the interface (see chapter 3). In
our schematic description, we represent the whole set of low-lying bands with one sub-
band (ℓ= 1) accommodating the non superconducting low mobility carriers, while the high
mobility carriers in the sub-band ℓ= 2 are paired and give rise to a finite Tc (see figure 2.10,
which shows a sub-band structure originated from the quantum confinement).
Thus, according to our interpretation, the superconducting puddles are regions where
the ℓ = 2 sub-band is locally filled, whereas the (weakly localizing) metallic background
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chem. pot. enters HMC sub-band
Fig. 2.11 Average critical temperature extracted from the EMT fit of the sheet resistance data
(empty squares), and critical temperature of our BCS-like model (solid line with diamonds),
as a function of Vg. Tc starts to rise when the chemical potential enters the HMC sub-band
(µ = ε¯2) and saturates to the standard BCS value when µ = ε¯2+ h¯ω0
corresponds to regions where the ℓ = 2 sub-band is empty. The phenomenology of the
superconducting phase at oxide interfaces is reproduced assuming that the pairing amplitudes
are such that g11 ≪ (g12,g21)≪ g22. This condition is also consistent with the analysis of a
two-band model in [40]. For simplicity, to minimize the number of free parameters, in the
following we assume that g11 = g12 = g21 = 0. According to the standard BCS approach,
the pairing amplitudes are only effective in a window |ξk,ℓ|, |ξk′,ℓ′| ≤ h¯ω0, where ω0 is a
characteristic cut off frequency. The prime superscript attached to the last sum in Eq. (2.7)
implies this restriction. We assume that the bottoms of the two sub-bands are well separated,
ε¯2− ε¯1 ≫ h¯ω0, and take henceforth ε¯2 = 0.
In principle, when deducing a BCS-like Hamiltonian, one should take care of vertex
corrections, which are expected to be relevant when Migdal’s condition is violated. However,
the task of deducing a BCS-like Hamiltonian in a multi band model, where electrons with
large and small Fermi energies coexist, is overwhelmingly difficult. Instead, we take equation
(2.7) as a phenomenological low-energy effective Hamiltonian where all the high-energy
effects have been accounted for by a suitable dressing of the bare physical parameters. Thus,
the identification of ω0 with the characteristic frequency of the pairing mediator is expected
to hold only indicatively.
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For µ ≤ 0, the sub-band hosting the high-mobility carriers is empty and Tc = 0. For
0 < µ < h¯ω0, the critical temperature is
Tc ≈ 1.14(h¯ω0µ) 12 e−1/λ ,
where λ ≡ g22NHMC0 is the dimensionless superconducting coupling and NHMC0 is the DOS
of the sub-band filled by the high mobility carriers. For µ ≥ h¯ω0, Tc saturates to the standard
BCS value
T BCSc ≈ 1.14 h¯ω0 e−1/λ .
The previous results can be cast into a single expression







Remarkably, the amplitude ∆µ of the interval in correspondence of which Tc is an increasing
function of µ provides a direct measure of the characteristic energy scale of the cut off energy
scale, h¯ω0 = ∆µ .
The fit of the curve T c(Vg), extracted from the experimental data in Fig. 2.5(a) within
EMT, with the curve Tc(µ) in equation (2.8), exploiting the approximately linear relation
between Vg and µ [9], yields the result illustrated in figure 2.11 (orange line with diamonds
and empty squares, respectively).
For instance, if the various band masses are taken all equal to 0.7 electron masses, corre-
sponding to a scenario where the sub-band structure originates from quantum confinement of
the lowest t2g band of bulk STO near the interface, we obtain the dimensionless coupling
constant λ ≈ 0.125 (therefore consistent with our assumption that the system falls in the
weak coupling regime) and h¯ω0 ≈ 23 meV, which is a typical phonon energy in STO [64].
2.7 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, we first analyzed magneto-transport experiments in LTO/STO oxide interfaces
within a multi-carrier EMT model, confirming the occurrence of two kind of carriers, with
high and low mobility, within an inhomogeneous landscape. We proposed that the system
is made of regions of higher carrier density, were both carrier coexist, and regions of lower
carrier density, where only the low mobility carriers exist. We also confirms that the high-
mobility carriers have a lower density that low-mobility ones. The mobilities of the two
species turn out to be almost independent of the gate voltage. Thus, the enhancement of
conductivity observed around Vg = 0 V and the change in the slope of the Hall resistance at
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high magnetic fields occur because a finite fraction, w, of regions with higher carrier density,
hosting high-mobility carriers, appears around this gate voltage.
We then described superconductivity in LAO/STO and LTO/STO within a scenario in
which superconducting puddles (the regions with coexisting high and low mobility carriers)
are embedded in a metallic background (the regions with low mobility carriers only), and
form a percolating network. In this framework, the sheet resistance of LTO/STO interfaces is
very well described by EMT or by a RRN for an inhomogeneous 2DEG with a substantial
filamentary character. Fitting the experiments, we were able to extract the random distribution
of Tc at various Vg (i.e. at various carrier densities). A similar approach was adopted to fit the
micrometrically averaged superfluid stiffness [6] and the pseudo-gap in tunneling spectra
[88] of LAO/STO.
Assuming an effective two-band model with superconductivity triggered by the presence
of few high-mobility carriers, locally filling the highest-energy band, we account for the
density dependence of the intra-puddle Tc within a simple BCS weak coupling scheme. As
an important by-product, we find that the range of variation in Vg of the average intra-puddle
Tc is directly related (via the chemical potential µ) to the cut off energy scale, h¯ω0. Taking
this value as a crude estimate of the typical energy scale of the pairing mediator, we find that
this is compatible with phonon-mediated superconductivity.

Chapter 3
Origin of electron inhomogeneity
In the previous chapter it has been shown how magneto-transport experiments and metal-
to-superconductor transition can be explained within a multi-carrier EMT model, based
on the idea that the system is made of higher carrier density regions, were both carrier
coexist, and lower carrier density regions, where only the low mobility carriers exist. Thus,
superconductivity is set up only in the regions where high and low mobility carriers coexist,
while the remaining of the system stays metallic. We proved that this scenario is consistent
with the evidences of inhomogeneities in the superfluid density [6] and accounts for the
phenomenology of the superconducting state of the 2DEG at LXO/STO interface. However,
this phenomenological model relies on the assumption, which is of course experimentally
justified (see e.g. [7]), that also the normal state of the 2DEG is inhomogeneous, a fact that
up to now has been left unexplained. The aim of this chapter is to discuss the possible origin
of the inhomogeneity of the electron density in the normal state of the 2DEG at LXO/STO
interfaces and show how it is related to the appearance of low- and high-mobility carriers.
In order to find a possible explanation to this question, we started from the observation
that although extrinsic mechanisms [15], like impurities and growth defects, are always
accountable for rendering an interface inhomogeneous, experimental data show that inho-
mogeneity is never reduced below a sizable extent, even in the best samples. Furthermore,
the indication of negative electron compressibility in a low-filling regime [68] suggests that
intrinsic mechanisms (e.g. in the form of effective electron-electron attractions) are present,
which may render the 2DEG inhomogeneous by phase separation, even in a perfectly clean
and expectedly homogeneous sample. These facts led us to look for intrinsic mechanisms of
inhomogeneity, as those proposed in [27, 19], where a strong density-dependent Rashba spin-
orbit coupling (which is present at these interfaces [29]) yields a non-rigid band structure,
with the possibility that the chemical potential of the carriers is a non-monotonic function
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E
Fig. 3.1 Scheme of an oxide interface in the back gating configuration. Due to the inversion
symmetry breaking, a strong electric field E, responsible for the confinement of the electron
gas, sets up perpendicularly to the interface. The magnitude of the field depends largely on
the local electron density and only marginally on the back gating potential.
of the carrier density for reasonable values of the model parameters, thus giving rise to
thermodynamic instability.
Here we propose another possible electron-driven mechanism leading to phase separation,
based on the electrostatic confinement of the 2DEG at the interface, which is more effective
than the one provided by the density-dependent Rashba spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) and
can be present also in other kind of interfaces, where RSOC is weak or even missing. This
mechanism, like the one based on RSOC, relies on the presence of a strong electric field, E,
which is responsible for the confinement of the electrons at the interface [21] (see figure 3.1).
Such field depends on the local electron density via the Poisson equation and determines the
potential well where the 2DEG resides, resulting in an energy spectrum which is a function
of the local electron density too.
3.1 A model of the interface
From customary self-consistent calculations of the confining potential well in semiconduc-
tors, it is well known [39] that a finite lateral extension usually renders the 2DEG more
compressible than its strictly 2D counterpart. This effect is proportional to the electron
density and in ordinary semiconductor it is reduced by the small number of carriers that is
possible to confine in the quantum well at the interface. In LXO/STO, instead, this effect
is much stronger, due to the huge dielectric constant of STO, allowing for much larger
electron densities, with a strong amplification of the self-consistent adjustments of the con-
fining potential. As a consequence, a non-rigid band structure arises, which varies with the
local electron density: an increased electron density is accompanied by a corresponding































Fig. 3.2 Sketch of the interface for back (a) and top (b) gating. The upper part sketches the
confining potentials, while the bottom part reports the structure of samples and electrodes.
The confining potential depends on both mobile (nm0 ) and trapped (n
t
0) charges, which together
compensate the positive countercharges n0 in the LXO side. Applying a positive (negative)
voltage Vg (or V ′g ≪ Vg, in the case of top gating), δn electrons per unit cell are added to
(subtracted from) the interface and the potential changes accordingly.
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increase of the positive countercharges (due to oxygen vacancies and/or polarity catastrophe
, from which the interfacial electrons are generated) restoring the overall charge neutrality.
For small-to-moderate increases of electron and countercharge densities the potential well
deepens and the electron energy levels are shifted downwards.
In the following, the thermodynamic stability of the system is investigated by varying the
density of the interfacial gas while keeping the overall neutrality. Therefore a corresponding
amount of positive countercharges has to be varied (see figure 3.2). Due to this tight
connection between positive and negative charges the (in)stability will be determined by
calculating the chemical potential of the whole system (i.e., of both the mobile electrons and
of the other charges). While we will solve the quantum problem of the mobile electrons in
the self-consistent confining well, the countercharges, the fraction of electrons trapped in
impurity states of the bulk (see below) and the boundary conditions fixing the gating potential
will determine the classical electrostatic energy of the system. All these contributions (for
a detailed description see Appendix E) yield the total energy E and, in turn, the chemical
potential µ = E (N+1)−E (N)≈ ∂NE (here N represents the number of electrons, which is
always kept equal to the number of countercharges).
The energy of the 2DEG is obtained through the calculation of the energy spectra as a
function of the electron density, n≡ δn+n0 (henceforth, carrier densities, e.g., n, are meant
per interfacial unit cell (u.c.)). Here, the two contribution have a different origin: δn is the
extrinsic component introduced by gating, while the intrinsic component n0 originates from
the electronic reconstruction due to the polarity catastrophe and/or from oxygen vacancies
within the LXO layer (see section (1.3)). Which of the two dominates is immaterial in our
calculations and we represent the related positive countercharges as the light-blue shaded
areas in the LXO side of figure 3.2.
What matters, instead, is the way the extrinsic charges are introduced, particularly in the
case of back-gating (figure 3.2 (a)): applying a positive voltage Vg, the electrostatic potential,
after increasing in the region close to the interface, decreases linearly with distance, once the
interfacial charge density has been exhausted (the electrons reside on the STO side, assumed
to occupy the z> 0 half space, and n(z)→ 0 for large z). Then the electrons closest to the top
of the well are weakly confined and some of them may escape and get trapped into the defects
of bulk STO, as it is demonstrated by irreversibility effects under large back-gating potentials
[11]. Thus, in the absence of trapped charges, the quantum well is intrinsically unstable
upon positive back-gating. In the top-gating configuration (figure 3.2 (b)), the leakage also
occurs, because the Fermi energy of the electrons, attracted to the interface by the positive
Vg, exceeds the confining potential on the STO side. In both configurations, we are therefore
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the STO side, decaying over a distance λ of several tens of nanometers (see pink shaded area
in figure 3.2). This has the main effect of deepening the confining potential well, the Fermi
energy being located substantially below its top (see, e.g., references [9, 72]).
The mobile electrons occupy energy levels that are quantized in the z direction and form
a 2D band structure in the xy (interfacial) plane. The electrostatic potential φ(z) confining
the electrons is determined self-consistently with the mobile electron density distribution
nm(z)≡ nm0 (z)+δn(z) at external gating Vg, for a frozen distribution of trapped charges nt0(z)
(the z-dependent densities n(z) are related to their counterparts n by relations like, e.g., n =∫ ∞
0 dzn(z)). The z component of the factorized wave function Ψ(x,y,z) = ζiα(z)ψkxky(x,y) is







ζiα(z) = 0, (3.1)
where the electron charge is −e, i = 1,2,3, ... is the sub-band index, and α = xy,xz,yz labels
the Ti t2g orbitals, dxy,dxz,dyz, where the electrons mostly reside (see chapter 1). According
to standard values [91], we take ml = 0.7me and mh = 14me (me is the electron mass).
Assuming full translational invariance along the xy planes and integrating over a u.c.
of area a2 with a suitable normalization of ψkxky(x,y), the density of mobile electrons, at











α θ(ε− εiα) is the density of states (DOS) of the various
t2g sub-bands, θ(ε) is the Heaviside function, and εF is the Fermi energy.













Here, the dielectric constant is a function of the electric field E =−dφ˜/dz via the relation
εr(E) = (A+B|E|)−1+ ε∞, where A, B, and ε∞ are experimentally measured constants (see
also chapter 1). Owing to the nearly ferroelectric character of STO, εr can reach very large
values (& 25×103) but, due to the very strong interfacial electric field [9, 27, 19], we find
that, near z= 0, εr ≈ ε∞ ≈ 100−300. The point of the above derivation is that the calculation
1The equation E.1 is the Schrödinger equation in the Envelope Function Approximation (EFA). The EFA
method is briefly summarized in appendix C.
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is self-consistent only if the two potentials, φ from equation (E.1) and φ˜ from equation (E.2),
coincide.
Besides the difficulties stemming from the self-consistency, there are additional subtleties
coming from the boundary conditions, which vary for the back- or top-gating configuration.







at z = 0−. We made this simplifying choice, which turns out to be slightly less favorable
to the occurrence of PS, to avoids the distinction between the case of oxygen vacancies
(for which the countercharges would be uniformly distributed in the LXO) and the polarity
catastrophe (in which the countercharges suitably distribute themselves in the polar planes of
LXO in order to minimize the energy [97]). Having fixed the positive charges, we consider
the electric field at z = 0+ (i.e., the slope of the confining potential) at the interface. The
electric field deep inside the STO (where n0(z)→ 0) is fully determined by the gate potential
because the intrinsic electronic density and the corresponding positive charges in the LXO
compensate and have thus no effect in this region (see figure 3.2 (a)). On the other hand,
the electrons coming from back-gating create a field Vg/L, with eδn = ε0a2
∫Vg/L
0 εr(E)dE,
where L is the thickness of the STO substrate. In the top-gating configuration, instead, the
density of positive charges at z = 0− amounts to n0+δn, and the electric field vanishes deep
inside the STO substrate (see figure 3.2 (b)).
Once the quantum problem of mobile electrons is solved, the rest of the energy is due to
the electrostatic contribution (per u.c.) of electric fields due to the overall distribution of the











with E = E f +Em. Notice that, since the Hartree-like electrostatic energy is double-counted
in the quantum Hamiltonian, the contribution of the mobile charges must be subtracted in
equation (3.3). In appendix C we provide details of how the Schrödinger equation is solved
numerically, while in appendix E we show a derivation of the contributions to the electrostatic
field.
3.2 Phase separation
To show that the electron confinement is the driving mechanism of PS we first consider the
pure quantum problem (neglecting the classical electrostatic contributions to the free energy)
and study the evolution of the different sub-bands levels as a function of the mobile electron
density nm. When looking for the phase separation, it is important to keep in mind that the
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mobile electron density is the sum of the as grown carrier density nm0 and the extra charges
δn added by electrostatic gating. While the density nm0 and its fluctuations are determined by
the internal stability of the system, the density δn results from the gate potential Vg, which is
an external parameter2. Therefore, in order to establish whether the 2DEG is stable or not
for a given value of nm, say n¯m, one has to keep δn ∝Vg constant and change nm0 only, to see
whether the chemical potential is an increasing or a decreasing function of nm in the vicinity
of n¯m.
The evolution of the sub-bands levels in figure 3.3 (a) is a direct consequence of the
non-rigidity of the bands. The resulting Fermi energy εF is going up as expected, while the
chemical potential µm of the mobile electrons has a non-monotonic behavior. Indeed, when
εF crosses the first heavy band (dxz,yz which have the largest DOS along the xy plane), µm
starts to decrease. The most important result here is that, for a given range of mobile electron
densities, the chemical potential decreases while electrons are added, resulting into a region
of negative compressibility in the phase diagram. This region is reduced when the classical
electrostatic contributions (equation 3.3) are added, but still extends over a broad range of
densities and voltages. It is delimited by a spinodal line, where the compressibility diverges
(i.e., µ has a maximum or a minimum as a function of the density).
To identify the region where the homogeneous system is thermodynamically stable
one has to perform a standard Maxwell construction. The Maxwell construction region
encloses the spinodal region and it identifies the region where the thermodynamic instability
is prevented by phase separation, with the consequent inhomogeneous redistribution of
electrons and countercharges. Our calculations, which takes into account both electrostatic
and quantum electronic contributions, lead to the chemical potential displayed in the panels
of figure 3.3 (b-d) (orange dashed lines) when nm is increased (the gate voltage is kept
constant in this calculation, while nm0 is varied).
The Maxwell construction results in a very broad PS region delimited by the dashed
orange lines in the phase diagrams of figure 3.4(a) and (b) for back- and top-gating, respec-
tively. As it can be seen, the “miscibility gap” extends on a very broad range of densities
and voltages. This raises the issue of mechanisms which are present in the real systems to
limit this otherwise strong PS tendency. A microscopic modeling of such interactions is
exceedingly difficult, but they can be considered within a phenomenological scheme. For
instance, while we already took into account the long-range electrostatic cost of the charge
distribution, we did not include in our model any short range repulsion between the counter-
charges (oxygen vacancies or positive charges left by the polarity catastrophe reconstruction).
While some mild fluctuations of electrons and compensating countercharges are acceptable,
2It means that it determines the thermodynamic state of the system, but it is not related to its stability
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Fermi energy (magenta solid line), electron-only (the purely quantum contribution.
See main text and Appendix E) chemical potential (blue solid line), sub-band levels (green
dashed for the dxy and black dashed for the dxz,yz levels) as a function of the build-in
density n0 at zero gating potential. (b) Chemical potential as a function of the mobile
electron density nm = nm0 + δn at fixed values of the back gating potential Vg(δn) (the
δn electrons due to gating are thus also fixed). The orange dashed (black solid) lines
correspond to the solution in the absence (presence) of a short-range background contribution
(coming from the repulsion of positive countercharges) to the chemical potential of the
form µsr(nm) = A [(nm−δn)/0.065]p, where the exponent p = 19 measures the short-range
rigidity and A = 7×10−4. For Vg = 50V , δn = 0.0137. Both solid and dashed lines include
the purely electrostatic terms (see text). (c) Same as (b) with δn = 0. The thin solid blue
line provides an example of Maxwell construction. The densities n1 and n2 delimit the
miscibility gap and identify the phase separation region at Vg = 0V. The same procedure has
been performed for all the values of Vg for which the system is unstable, to get the phase
diagram of figure 3.4. (d) Same as (b) with δn =−0.0171.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Gate potential versus mobile electron density phase diagram for the back gated
LXO/STO interface in the absence (orange dashed lines) and in the presence (black solid
lines) of short-range rigidity of the countercharges. n1 and n2 are determined by the Maxwell
construction exemplified in Fig. 3.3(c). The blue thin solid lines correspond to n0 =
0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07 el/u.c. at Vg = 0. (b) Same as (a) for the top-gating case, with n0 =
0.04, 0.05, 0.06 el/u.c. Notice that, despite the different voltage scale, due to the different
εr and thickness of LXO and STO, the electron densities and confining electric fields are
comparable.
when too many electrons segregate carrying along too large densities of countercharges,
the system becomes very rigid and the charge segregation stops. To phenomenologically
describe this physics, we added a short-range repulsion to the total energy, that induces
a rapid growth in µ(n) when electron densities above those experimentally found (with a
maximum of 0.5 el/u.c., including the trapped charges) is reached. Due to this additional
short-range mechanism, the PS region determined by the Maxwell construction on the black
solid lines of figure 3.3 (b-d) is reduced (black solid lines and squares in figure 3.4(a,b)) and,
quite remarkably, it ends with a critical point at some critical negative gate value, V cg .
The initial (as-grown) density n0 is determined by several factors (like, e.g., the number
of LXO planes). Starting from a given n0, the total density, n = n0+ δn, is then changed
by the gating following the thin blue trajectories in the phase diagram. Upon decreasing
the gating the overall average density n decreases and the fraction of the system with lower
density n1 increases, in agreement with transport measurements [24, 25, 22], until the system
exits the PS region at some negative voltage.
From figure 3.4 (a) and (b) one can see that there exists a broad range of the intrinsic
density n0 yielding a negative compressibility, prevented by PS. This PS yields an inhomo-
geneous 2DEG with associated inhomogeneity of the oxygen vacancies and/or electronic
reconstructions. We carried out a detailed analysis (see also appendix E) to identify the
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specific mechanisms determining this instability, finding that it arises from two main features
peculiar to these oxide interfaces.
First of all, a larger n0 corresponds to larger countercharge density on the LXO side, which
attracts the interface electrons and deepens the confining potential well, causing a downward
shift of the quantized levels. Secondly, the electrons at the interface are confined on the STO
side, where a large dielectric constant (εr > ε∞ & 100) efficiently screens the electric fields.
This allows for the accommodation of a large number of electrons (≈ 1013 cm−2) on several
confined levels. The large DOS coming from the contributions of the individual sub-bands
enhances the electron compressibility and facilitate the instability. This effect is stronger
when dxz,yz sub-bands start to be filled because they have a rather large DOS. The relevance
of the dxz,yz levels has already been asserted in Hartree-Fock calculations [80] and seems to
be experimentally supported [57]. The filling of these levels typically starts when the system
enters the PS dome upon increasing Vg, and rapidly leads to increasingly more abundant
regions with locally higher electron density. We speculate that this corresponds to the
observed increase of high-mobility carriers [9, 24]. If one is willing to accept the idea that only
regions with higher electron densities can become superconducting, the increasingly large
number of these regions can account for the occurrence of an inhomogeneous superconducting
state above some (percolative) threshold [26, 16, 24, 25, 22].
Interestingly, in a rather large range of n0 values, the system exits the PS dome in the
vicinity of the critical point located at nc0 ≈ 0.0475 el/u.c. and V cg ≈−90 V for back-gating
(see blue line trajectories in figure 3.4). These values are well within the range experimentally
found for the gate potentials of the superconducting onsets [30, 9], indicating that the real
systems exit the PS dome not far from the QCP. This also suggests that decreasing Vg the
electrons in the LXO/STO interface should eventually display some signatures of critical
behavior, where superconductivity will likely be affected by the strong quantum density
fluctuations. The behavior of superconducting critical fluctuations in proximity of the density
QCP will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
3.3 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, we identified a mechanism of electron-driven PS. While the details of the
phase-separated region also depend on the short-range rigidity of the system, the existence and
robustness of the PS is on a firm ground and can be responsible for the strong inhomogeneity
observed at LXO/STO interfaces. This mechanism can also cooperate with extrinsic defects
(e.g., domain walls [60, 15]) or with other intrinsic mechanisms based on short range
interactions, like the Rashba spin-orbit coupling [27, 19] or the local electronic effects of
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oxygen vacancies [81], which are specific of the LXO/STO systems. On the other hand,
owing to the rather generic character of the mechanism considered here, our work might
also be relevant for other surface or interface states, like, e.g., in topologic insulators, where
inhomogeneities turn out to be quite common.

Chapter 4
Density driven superconducting critical
fluctuations
In section 1.6 we discussed briefly the quantum critical regime controlled by an external
magnetic field B (see also reference [8]), enlightening the presence of two different doping
regimes, identified by Region I and Region II in figure 1.23 and characterized by the same
critical exponents z and ν .
In that case the critical behavior was explained assuming the presence of static superconduct-
ing puddles, with a well established amplitude of the superconducting order parameter and
a fluctuating phase. According to the results of chapter 3, these puddles originate from a
first order phase transition. However, puddles can be regarded as static objects only when
the system is well inside the phase separated region and far from the critical gate voltage
(identified in figure 3.4 by a red point where the domes close). Around that value, one expects
that density fluctuations become relevant and the behavior of the system is ruled by a second
order phase transition.
In this chapter we consider this regime of voltages and analyze the quantum critical point
(QCP) of the superconducting 2DEG at LXO/STO interfaces when using Vg, instead of B,
as the control parameter of the Hamiltonian (see figure 1.19 in chapter 1). We address the
possibility that a new type of fluctuations occurs in superconductors with an anomalous
dynamics. In particular we suggest that the superconducting-to-metal transition, driven by the
gating Vg, displays anomalous scaling properties, which can be explained by superconducting
critical fluctuations controlled by an electronic phase separation critical point. Performing a
Finite Size Scaling (FSS) analysis, we found that the product zν (ν is the correlation length
exponent and z the dynamical one) is zν ∼ 3/2. When the superconducting transition takes
place at a gating close to the value for which the system enters the phase separation dome,
we claim that the fluctuations acquire an anomalous dynamics with z = 3, since they couple
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to density ones, and that ν = 1/2 correspond to the mean-field value. This scenario strongly
departs from the one that is conventionally seen in disordered 2D superconductors, where
phase fluctuations dominate and z = 1 because of long-range Coulomb interactions.
4.1 Two merging quantum critical points
In chapter 3 it was shown that, in a rather large range of values of the mobile electrons density,
nm, the 2DEG at at LXO/STO interfaces displays a negative inverse electronic compressibility
∂µ/∂n < 0 (µ is the chemical potential), which leads to a spontaneous phase separation
between high and low electronic density regions. A phase diagram emerges (figure 3.4) with
an electronic phase separation region ended by a QCP. This quantum critical point can be
reached upon changing the gating, Vg, to a certain critical value V
ps
g . A similar scenario also
characterize the superconducting phase when the system is cooled at very low temperature:
again, using the gating as a control parameter, it is possible to drive a superconducting-to-
metal transition which ends in a QCP at zero temperature (figure 1.19 of chapter 1), when Vg
equals a critical value Vscg . Even though, in principle, the two QCPs are reached at a different
gating, we showed in the previous chapters that there are good reasons for the density QCP
to be near to the QCP for superconductivity, which means that V scg ≃V psg . According to our
model, the phase separation occurs because of the d-bands and sub-bands in the quantum
well are non-rigid and the spacing between sub-bands, together with the energy of the bottom
of the conduction band, change with the filling of the well. The lowest bands are of dxy
character and lie close to the interface. Upon doping, the populated upper band can be of
dxy character [9] or dxz/dyz one1 [80, 92] or even a mixture between them through Spin Orbit
Coupling. Whatever the scenario is, the common feature is that this band strongly delocalizes
within the STO substrate when populated, which favors superconductivity [9, 24]. In figure
4.1 (d) it is reported the extension of the 2DEG as a function of gate voltage, calculated using
the self-consistent method presented in chapter 3. When entering the phase separated domain,
the system separates in region of electron density ns1 where, according to the interpretation
given in chapter 2, only low-mobility carriers exist, and regions of density ns2, where both
low-mobility and high-mobility carriers exist. While the spatial extension of the band related
to ns1 does not evolve significantly, the one related to ns2 increases rapidly beyond 4 nm,
where the superconducting phase shows up [9]. A Ginzburg-Landau approach extended to a
diffusion model confirms this scenario and the occurrence of an electronic instability in this
case [23].
1Our numerical study, that we presented in chapter 3, suggests that phase separation occurs as soon as
dxz/dyz bands are filled.
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Consequently, phase separation and superconductivity appear in the same region of the
phase diagram. In addition, superconductivity can favor phase separation by itself, when
the critical temperature Tc depends (as it is the case) on the electron density ns: if the
pairing energy ∆ is a function of ns, the system may gain energy by forming superconducting
regions of high density in non superconducting low density ones. Conversely, the electronic
compressibility is strongly enhanced near a density-driven superconducting critical line Tc(n).
Thus, the QCP related to the phase separation dome (where compressibility diverges), is
attracted by the superconducting QCP (where Tc(n) vanishes), and the two tend to merge
[23].
4.2 Superconductivity in density fluctuating droplets
The microscopic BCS theory of superconductivity and its phenomenological version, the
Ginzburg-Landau theory in mean field approximation, describe the emergence of a quantum
coherent phase out of a Fermi liquid metal, with a large electronic density, a well established
Fermi surface and a nearly constant density of states at the Fermi level. As the temperature T
approaches the critical temperature Tc (which relates to the density of states at the Fermi level),
thermal fluctuations of both amplitude and phase increase. In proximity of the phase transition
the only relevant scale is the spatial coherence length ξ , which scales with the distance to the
critical temperature as ξ ∝ (T −Tc)−ν . The dynamics of the fluctuations are also determined
by the coherence length as τ ∝ ξ z, and they slow down with a critical exponent z = 2.
Here τ is the characteristic lifetime of the fluctuations. In a quantum phase transition, the
superconducting critical point is approached by varying continuously a parameter K of the
Hamiltonian, keeping the system at zero temperature. As K equal the critical value Kc [95],
superconductivity is destroyed and the system becomes metallic. In dirty two dimensional
superconductors, the reduced screening of the Coulomb electron-electron repulsion may
lead to pair breaking [41] or to direct localization of the superconducting pairs [43], with
Coulomb interaction rendering the superfluid density weaker and thus the conjugated phase
fluctuations softer. In this scenario the physics is dominated by phase fluctuations and
the system is described, close to the phase transition, by a classical XY model. Fisher
argued that, in this strongly localized systems, the Coulomb interactions are restored and the
superconductor-to-insulator transition has a dynamical exponent z = 1 [43]. Other scenarios
have been proposed in recent years [13, 38], where disorder destroys coherence approaching
the transition and inhomogeneities develop even in structurally homogeneous thin films. The
dynamical exponents associated with these transitions are z = 1 or z = 2.



























































Fig. 4.1 (c) : Sketch of the electronic phase separation at oxide interfaces. A phase separation
line ending by a density QCP marks out the homogeneous from the phase separated zone
(in purple) in the VG vs ns phase diagram. For a sample with a density ns (red arrow) at
VG < VGc, the system has an homogeneous density. When further increasing VG, it enters
the phase separated zone, and decomposes into low density ns1 (yellow broken line) and
high density ns2 (blue broken line) droplets, as sketched within the dome. In the low density
droplets, carriers are localized near the interface and remain normal (a), while in the high
density ones, carriers extend far from the interface (b) and display superconductivity [9].
(d) : Calculated gas extension d as a function of VG. Beyond VGc (which for the parameters
chosen in the theoretical calculations occurs above VGc ≈−100V ), d remains constant for
the low density regions at n = ns1 (yellow dots) , and increases in high density droplets at
n = ns2 (blue dots)[92].
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In figure 4.2 (a) the sheet resistance Rs of a LaAlO3/SrTiO3 sample is plotted as a
function of the temperature T for different gate voltages Vg. As seen in figure 4.2 (c), the
superconducting state is progressively destroyed in favor of a weakly localizing metal [10, 8].
The superconducting and the normal states are separated by a plateau in the resistivity
curves at the lowest temperatures, which develops for a critical value of the sheet resistance
of Rc ∼ 2.57 kΩ/. A possible sign of quantum phase transition is revealed when Rs is
plotted as a function of Vg for different temperatures, revealing a clear crossing point at
Rc ≃ 2.57 kΩ/, VGc =−78.5 V (figure 4.3 (a)). A finite size scaling analysis (FSS) of the
data in this region in made on figure 4.3 (b). All the sheet resistance data from 35 to 110 mK








if zν ∼ 1.6±0.1. This critical exponent can then be retrieved (figure 4.3 (c)) by a scaling
procedure.
A similar behavior characterize the 2DEG at the LaTiO3/SrTiO3 interface. Figure 4.4 (a)
displays Rs as a function of temperature T for different gate voltages: again, a critical sheet
resistance Rc ∼ 2.35 kΩ/, indicated by the crossing point in figure 4.4 (b), separates the
superconducting phase from the metallic one. The FSS analysis of the low temperature data
points toward a QPT with a critical exponent zν ∼ 1.6±0.1 (figure 4.4 (c)).
The exponent zν ∼ 3/2 is somewhat surprising, and rarely found in the literature. The
most common reported values are close to zν = 2/3, zν = 4/3 or zν = 7/3 [51]. Assuming
a dynamical exponent z = 1, the spatial exponent ν = 2/3 would therefore correspond to a
clean (2+1)D XY model, coherent with a scenario where phase fluctuations dominate the
behavior of the system in the vicinity of the transition, with an enhanced dimension for the
quantum character of the transition. Under the same assumption z = 1, ν = 4/3 and ν = 7/3
are typical of a classical, respectively quantum percolating behavior in highly disordered
systems. The main assumption2 in these arguments is that the dynamical exponent z equals 1,
because of enhanced long range Coulomb interactions when the system becomes insulating
[43].
Following the same assumption z = 1, we were not able to perform a satisfying FSS
with the above quoted ν exponents in none of our samples. Moreover, since the non-
superconducting phase is a weakly localizing metal and not an insulator [10, 8], screening
effects should be substantial and the exponent z = 1 could not be justified invoking long
2Experiments of Yazdani et al. [103] in amorphous MoGe films and Markovic et al. [71] in a-Bi layers
confirmed the validity of this assumption.
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Fig. 4.2 LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface : (a) Resistance per square Rs as a function of temperature
for different gate voltages VG from +200V to −200V . (b) Zoom in the low temperature
region, where a plateau develops for Rc ∼ 2.57kΩ/. (c) Resistance per square Rs (left axis)
and superconducting critical temperature Tc (right axis) as a function of the gate voltage VG.
The superconducting region (SC) is colored in blue.
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Fig. 4.3 LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface : (a) Rs as a function of the gate voltage VG for different
temperatures from 0.035 to 0.11 K. The crossing point is (Rc ∼ 2.57kΩ/,VGc =−78.5V ).
(b) Finite size scaling plot Rs/Rc as a function of |VG−VGc|t (see text for the definition of
t). (c) Temperature behavior of the scaling parameter t (see text). The power law fit gives
zν ∼ 1.6±0.1
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Fig. 4.4 LaTiO3/SrTiO3 interface : (a) Resistance per square Rs as a function of temperature
between 0.03 and 0.2 K for different gate voltages from+30V to−20V . A plateau is observed
for Rc ∼ 2.35kΩ/ (b) Rs as a function of the gate voltage VG for different temperatures
from 0.035 to 0.15 K. (b) The crossing point is (Rc =∼ 2.35kΩ/,VGc = −15V ). (c)
Finite size scaling plot Rs/Rc as a function of |VG−VGc|t (see text for the definition of t).
Inset : temperature behavior of the scaling parameter t (see text). The power law fit gives
zν ∼ 1.6±0.1
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range Coulomb forces. Indeed the highly metallic character of these materials leaves the
possibility open that the z = 1 critical behavior usually invoked for the superconductor to
insulator transition could be replaced by an over damped dynamics with z > 1. Thus, in the
following, we investigate an alternative scenario, in which the dynamical critical behavior
of the superconducting fluctuations is imposed by the coupling to nearly critical density
fluctuations with z = 3. In this scheme, the experimental observation of zν ∼ 3/2 arises from
a z = 3 dynamical critical behavior of the superconducting fluctuations together with a mean-
field like exponent ν = 1/2. In figure 4.1 (c) is reported a sketch of the phase diagram of the
electronic density as a function of the gate voltage. At low density (very negative Vg), the
electronic system is homogeneous, and becomes phase separated when entering the instability
dome. In this region, static clusters of high density n2s are embedded in low-density regions
of density n1s, whose proportions are given by the Maxwell construction. This intrinsic
electronic inhomogeneity accounts for observed inhomogeneous superconducting properties
(see chapter 2): indeed, if n2s is high enough, the islands can be superconducting, embedded
in normal zone of density n1s. The dome ends at a Quantum Critical Point (QCP), which is
the analogous of the critical point of the classical liquid-gas phase diagram. In the vicinity
of the QCP, critical density fluctuations are ruled by a z = 3 dynamics. This substantially
increases the effective dimensionality D+ z and the system therefore displays a mean-field
exponent ν = 1/2. As we mentioned above, it is reasonable to make the hypothesis that
superconductivity is destroyed at the critical gate voltage VGc of the QCP . In other words,
this voltage corresponds to the beginning of the phase separation and the occurrence of
superconductivity (in high density droplets). In that case, superconducting fluctuations
develop on density fluctuating droplets, and therefore acquire their dynamics with z = 3:
consequently ν = 1/2, and zν = 3/2.
4.2.1 Density driven superconducting transition in other systems
A density driven transition of a 2D superconductor to a weakly localized metal or an insulator
is quite uncommon in the literature. Focusing on critical exponents extracted from a complete
FSS analysis, a few results are found in the literature. Parendo et al. [79] reported zν ∼ 2/3
in amorphous Bi films, corresponding to a clean (2+1)D XY model in this highly metallic
conventional s-p compound. In 7 u.c. thick YBa2Cu3O7 layers43, zν ∼ 2.2 has been found
corresponding to quantum percolation, which is not surprising in highly disordered thin
films with up to 6 u.c. of dead layer. However, in 1 to 2 u.c. thick La2−xSrxCuO4 samples,
Bollinger et al. found exactly zν = 3/2 [12], while Garcia-Barriocanal et al. reported zν
from 1.4 to 1.8 for 4 u.c La2−xSrxCuO4 thin films [49], not far from it. This system shares
similarities with the LAO/STO or LTO/STO interfaces, such as an extreme 2D character
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(thickness of a few unit cells) and a low electronic density at the transition (in the 1013 e−/cm2
range). It is worthwhile mentioning that the magnetic field driven transition looks also very
similar in the two systems, with two critical regimes in temperature [8, 93]. There is no
report of negative compressibility induced phase separation in La2−xSrxCuO4 , but other
intrinsic electronic inhomogeneities have been found such as fluctuating Charge Density
Waves [50]. The coupling of the superconducting fluctuations to other critical electronic
modes near Charge Density Waves [28], stripes or fermionic nematic phases [45] QCP may
lead to anomalous dynamics as well. It would be interesting to explore more widely this
possibility in cuprates, Fe-pnictides or other exotic superconductors.
4.3 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, we studied the superconductor to metallic phase transition in LaAlO3/SrTiO3
and LaTiO3/SrTiO3 interface as a function of the electronic density tuned by a gate voltage.
The critical exponents product zν ∼ 3/2 is compatible with density driven fluctuations, where
the superconducting fluctuations are coupled to density ones in the vicinity of an electronic
phase separation critical point. This new type of fluctuations may be observed in other 2D
superconductors and perhaps also in superfluids such as 4He on aerogels, where a similar zν
has been found [33].
Chapter 5
Conclusions
Although experimental evidences suggest that the two-dimensional electron gas at LXO/STO
interfaces is inhomogeneous, the size of the inhomogeneities and their role in the transport
properties of the 2DEG are still largely debated within the oxide community. Inhomogeneities
at the nanometric and micrometric scale seem to coexist, despite their different origin: while
the micrometric ones, revealed by the occurrence of striped textures in the current distribution
and in the surface potential, are reasonable accounted for by structural (e.g. tetragonal)
distortions in the SrTiO3, nanometric inhomogeneities have a controversial and largely
unexplained origin. In addition, inhomogeneities appear both in the metallic and in the
superconducting state, but whether they come from the same microscopic mechanism or
completely different ones, this was not clear at all.
In this thesis we propose a possible answer to these questions by collecting together
the most relevant experimental evidences about LXO/STO, which up to now have been
considered only separately, and interpreting them within an overall coherent theoretical
framework, which relies on the concept of electronic phase separation. We also provide new
compelling evidences of the inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG, giving further proofs of
the robustness of our picture.
The starting point of our analysis is the consideration that the metal-to-superconductor
transition in these systems is characterized by sheet resistance curves which display a very
large width at low temperature, and saturate to a plateau with finite resistance in the low
doping regime. This behavior, inexplicable by any reasonable superconducting fluctuations,
is instead a clear indication of the percolating character of the transition. This led us to
formulate the phenomenological scenario of an electron gas consisting of metallic islands
embedded in a metallic sea, which become superconducting below a randomly distributed
critical temperature.
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In this framework, the sheet resistance curves of LTO/STO interfaces are well reproduced
by EMT or by a RRN for an inhomogeneous 2DEG with a substantial filamentary character.
Fitting the experiments, we were able to extract the random distribution of Tc at various
Vg (i.e. at various carrier densities). A similar approach was adopted to fit the micrometri-
cally averaged superfluid stiffness and the pseudo-gap in tunneling spectra of LAO/STO,
convincing us of the reliability of our scenario.
However, this picture is still too simplistic to give a detailled description of magneto-
transport experiments, which address the presence of two kind of carriers with low and high
mobility, and it is unable to explain why the the superconductivity seems to be related to
the presence of high-mobility carriers, appearing when the electron density is tuned above a
threshold value by gate voltage. Therefore, in order to deal with multiple species of carriers,
we add another reasonable ingredient to our model, making the hypothesis that the presence
of low- and high-mobility carriers occurs according to a not uniform spatial distribution: in
the metallic islands both carrier coexist, while the metallic sea has only the low-mobility
ones. We then modify the EMT to include the two kinds of carriers and use it to analyze the
magneto-transport experiments in LTO/STO oxide interfaces. It turns out that the mobilities
of the two species are almost independent of the gate voltage. Thus, the enhancement of
conductivity observed around Vg = 0 V and the change in the slope of the Hall resistance at
high magnetic fields occur because a finite fraction of regions with higher carrier density,
hosting high-mobility carriers, appears around this gate voltage. This analysis also confirms
that the high-mobility carriers have a lower density that low-mobility ones, as reported by
Biscaras et al. [9].
At this point, it is quite natural to recognize that superconductivity is related to the
occurrence of high mobility carriers. Assuming phenomenologically an effective two-band
model with superconductivity triggered by the presence of few high-mobility carriers1, locally
filling the highest-energy band, we are able to account for the density dependence of the
intra-puddle Tc within a simple BCS weak coupling scheme. As an important by-product,
we find that the range of variation in Vg of the average intra-puddle Tc is directly related
(via the chemical potential µ) to the cut off energy scale, h¯ω0. Taking this value as a crude
estimate of the typical energy scale of the pairing mediator, we find that this is compatible
with phonon-mediated superconductivity.
Once we have proved that our phenomenological scenario is able to fit transport exper-
iments and it does not show evident internal contradditions, we can formulate a possible
justification of the inhomogeneous character of the 2DEG and the appearing of two type
1In agreement with direct superfluid density measurements (e.g. in LAO/STO), where it is found that only a
small fraction of the total electron density forms the superconducting state.
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of carriers whose distribution is not uniform in space. The mechanism that we identified is
based on an electron-driven phase separation.
Electrons in the 2DEG experience a strong electric field directed perpendicularly to
the interface, which is responsible of the potential well that keeps the gas confined. Since
the potential well depends on the electron density, a larger number of electrons producing
a stronger electric field, it turns out that the band structure is non rigid and evolves as a
function of the electron density. Numerical calculations demonstrate that in a wide range
of reasonable parameters, compatible with the experiments, the non-rigidity determines a
negative compressibility in the uniform system, which it avoids by phase separation. The
densities of the phase separated regions are thus found by Maxwell construction and depend
on the doping level.
The phase separation scenario also explains the inhomogeneous distribution of low-
and high-mobility carriers, and their behavior as a function of the doping level: since the
electronic instability is developed as soon as the Fermi energy reaches the STO high energy
bands2, whenever the system is phase separated, the Maxwell construction ensures that in
the region of high electron density the upper dxz,yz bands are populated. But dxz,yz electrons
are precisely the high mobility carriers [9] and the phenomenological assumption of an
effective two-band model made above is now justified theoretically. The numerical solution
of the Schrödinger-Poisson equations (chapter 3) also confirms that albeit the details of the
phase-separated region are model dependent (e.g. they depend from the functional form
of short-range potential between the countercharges), the existence and robustness of the
phase separation is on a firm ground and can be responsible for the strong inhomogeneity
observed at LXO/STO interfaces. Of course the this mechanism can also cooperate with
extrinsic defects (e.g., domain walls) or with other intrinsic mechanisms based on short range
interactions, like the Rashba spin-orbit coupling or the local electronic effects of oxygen
vacancies, which are specific of the LXO/STO systems.
Finally, we study the superconductor-to-metallic phase transition in LXO/STO interfaces
as a function of the electronic density tuned by a gate voltage. According to the mechanisms
outlined above, phase separation and superconductivity appear in the same region of the
phase diagram. This can be rephrased more rigorously (see reference [23]) by saying that
the quantum critical point related to the phase separation dome (where compressibility
diverges), is attracted by the superconducting quantum critical point (where the critical
temperature Tc(n) vanishes), and the two tend to merge . We prove that the proximity
of the two quantum critical points leads to anomalous dynamics of the superconducting
quantum fluctuations, characterized by the critical exponents product zν ∼ 3/2. This value
2See chapter 3
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is compatible with density driven fluctuations, where the superconducting fluctuations are
coupled to density ones in the vicinity of an electronic phase separation critical point. This
new type of fluctuations may be observed in other 2D superconductors and perhaps also in
superfluids such as 4He on aerogels, where a similar zν has been found [33].
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Appendix A
Effective Medium Theory
A.1 Derivation of the Effective Medium Theory
We here derive the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) expressions of the resistivity of an
inhomogeneous binary medium resulting from the mixture of two phases, following the
method introduced by Landauer-Bruggeman.
The effective medium approximation enables the description of a macroscopically inho-
mogeneous medium, such as an emulsion or a powder mixture, through the calculation of its
conductivity, its dielectric function or other quantities that vary in space. If the substance is
made of finely dispersed particles , it is often reasonable to consider only quantities averaged
on a certain small, but still macroscopic, volume. In the following, we will use the effective
medium theory to derive an expression for the dielectric function of a binary mixture of
spherical grains with dielectric constant εA and εB, but the same equations remain valid for
any effective coefficient connecting a curl-free driving field to a divergence-free current
density. If an external constant electric field E0 is applied to the mixture, the local field E
will depend on the position of all particles and in general it will not be constant in space.
The mean field approach considers a single grain embedded in an effective medium,
whose dielectric constant is determined by the condition that the average field in the medium
has to be equal to the external field E0.
The electric field E inside a nonconducting sphere of dielectric constant εi, embedded in
an homogeneous medium of permittivity εe is [66]
Ei =
Dεe
(D−1)εi+ εe E0 (A.1)
where D is the dimension of the space (for a three dimensional sphere, D = 3). If wA is the
fraction of particle of type A and wB that of particles B, the average field in the medium is







EB = wAEA+wbEB (A.2)





(D−1)εB+ εEMT E0 = E0. (A.3)





(D−1)εi+ εEMT E0 = E0. (A.4)
Using the relation ∑i wi
(D−1)εi+εEMT




(D−1)εEMT + εi E0 = E0. (A.5)
A.2 Derivation of EMT formulas for Hall conductivity
Here we derive the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) expressions of the Hall conductance
for an inhomogeneous binary medium resulting from the mixture of two phases, following
the method based on rotation transformations (see Ref.[3] for a detailed description of this
method). We first define the elements of the conductivity tensor for each of the two phases in
a magnetic field of amplitude B,






















where βi(B)≡ µiB/c and σ (i) = eniµi (µi is the electron mobility in the i-th phase). Notice
that both electrons in bands 1 and 2 contribute to the conductivities in the phase 2. According
to the analysis of chapter 2 we assume that w≡ 12 − ε is the fraction of the more conducting
phase 2. ε is the excess over the percolation threshold and in two dimensions changes sign
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when the minority phase (w < 12 , ε > 0) crosses the percolation threshold and becomes the
majority phase (w > 12 , ε < 0).
First of all one defines the diagonal elements of the EMT conductivity tensor
σEMTxx (B,ε) = ε
(














Then, exploiting duality relations that connect the various elements of the conductivity tensor
when the minority and majority phases are interchanged (see Ref.[3]), one obtains the EMT





















xy (B)−σ (1)xy (B)σ (2)xx (B)
)
σ (1)xx (B)−σ (2)xx (B)
 1
2σEMTxx (B,−ε)







Finite Size Scaling calculation
The resistance is rewritten as R(δ , t) = RcF(|δ |t) with t an unknown parameter that depends
only on the temperature T , and δ = (VG−VGc) is the distance to the critical point. The
parameter t is then found at each temperature T by optimizing the collapse around the critical
point between the curve R(δ , t(T )) at the temperature T and the curve R(δ , t(T0)) at the
lowest temperature considered T0, with t(T0) = 1. The dependence of t with the temperature
should be a power law of the form t = (T/T0)
−1/zν in order to have a physical sense, thus
giving the critical exponent product zν . The interest of this procedure is to perform the
scaling without knowing the critical exponents beforehand.

Appendix C
The Finite Elements Method
In our work we used the Finite Elements Method (FEM) to solve the Scrödinger boundary
value problem. Without claiming to be complete, we resume briefly the ideas behind the
method, leaving to the appropriate literature a more detailed discussion. In what follows, we
refers to Ram-Mohan [85, 86] and Süli [99].
C.1 Weak solution and boundary value problems
The first step in constructing a finite element method for a boundary value problem of the
type E.1, together with the associated boundary conditions E.4, is to convert the problem
into its weak formulation1. If V is the solution space (e.g. H10 (Ω)
2 for the homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary value problem), a(· , ·) is a bilinear functional on V ×V and l(·) is a
linear functional on V , then a weak formulation consist in finding u ∈V such that a(u,v) =
l(v) ∀v ∈V .
Once we have rewritten the equation in an integral formulation, we proceed replacing
the space V by a finite-dimensional subspace Vh ⊂V which consist, for example, of all the
continuous piecewise polynomial functions of a fixed degree associated with a subdivision of
the computational domain. In this way the problem related to our equation becomes to find
uh ∈Vh such that a(uh,vh) = l(vh) ∀vh ∈Vh. In practice, we can imagine to chose a set Vh
such that
dim Vh = N(h) Vh = span{φ1, · · · ,φN(h)}
1For a definition of weak formulation, Sobolev spaces and related topics of functional analysis see [Brezis].
2H10 (Ω), a Sobolev space, is defined as
H10 (Ω) =
{
u ∈ L2(Ω) : ∂u∂xi ∈ L2(Ω), i = 1, · · · ,n, u = 0 on ∂Ω
}
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where the {φi} is a basis of functions that have a small support3 We can expand the solution










Uia(φi,φ j) = l(φ j) j = 1, · · · ,N(h). (C.2)
This is a system of linear equations for the vector U = (U1, · · · ,UN(h)), with the matrix
of the system A = (a(φi,φ j)), of size N(h)×N(h), that exhibits the (computationally) nice
property to be a sparse matrix4. Once the linear equations are solved, the coefficients Ui
can be put in C.1 providing the required approximation to u. Usually the functions φi are
compactly supported on sub-domains of the entire domain Ω; these sub-domains are called
elements, from which the name Finite Element Method.
Among all kinds of boundary value problems, the self-adjoint one is the most important
for our purposes because it is closely related to a principle of stationary action. As an
example, we will illustrate in the following how it is possible to restate a (self-adjoint)
boundary value problem as a variational one when we are dealing with an elliptic operator,
leaving the solution of the Schroedinger equation to C.2.1.
C.2 The self-adjoint elliptic problem and the principle of
stationary action



















+ c(x)u = f (x) x ∈Ω, (C.3)
u = 0 on ∂Ω (C.4)
where Ω is a bounded open set in Rn, ai j ∈ L∞(Ω), i, j = 1, · · · ,n; bi ∈W 1,∞(Ω), c ∈
L∞(Ω), f ∈ L2(Ω).
The ellipticity condition reads
3As we will see below, the φi are usually chosen compactly supported.
4Inasmuch the φi has small support, a(φi,φ j) = 0 for most pairs of i and j.









ξ 2i ∀x ∈ Ω¯. (C.5)
while the boundary value problem is self-adjoint if
ai j(x) = a ji(x), i, j = 1, · · · ,n x ∈ Ω¯ (C.6)
bi(x)≡ 0, i, j = 1, · · · ,n x ∈ Ω¯ (C.7)












+ c(x)u = f (x) x ∈Ω, (C.8)
u = 0 on ∂Ω (C.9)
and the weak formulation of this problem, taking into account C.7, consist in finding
u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
a(u,v) = l(v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω), (C.10)
where the bilinear functional a(· , ·) is symmetric
a(u,v) = a(v,u) ∀u,v ∈ H10 (Ω)





















The theory of elliptic partial differential equations states that, for a self-adjoint problem,
the condition c(x) ≥ 0, x ∈ Ω¯, is enough to ensure that the weak problem has a unique
solution in H10 (Ω).
We want to show that the weak problem we have just stated is equivalent to a minimization
problem. Let us define the quadratic functional J : H10 (Ω)→ R by




a(v,v)− l(v), v ∈ H10 (Ω). (C.13)
The following two lemmas, whose demonstration we omit, express the equivalence of
the weak formulation
find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that a(u,v) = l(v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω)
and the minimization problem
find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that J(u)≤ J(v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω).
Lemma 1 Let u be the (unique) weak solution to C.10 in H10 (Ω) and suppose that a(· , ·)
is a symmetric bilinear functional on H10 (Ω); then u is the unique minimizer of J(·) over
H10 (Ω).
Lemma 2 Suppose that u ∈ H10 (Ω) minimizes J(·) over H10 (Ω); than u is the (unique)
solution of C.10. The problem C.9 is called the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimization
problem.
These arguments can be used to give a variational formulation of the self-adjoint problem
whether we intend to use the finite elements approximation uh ∈Vh instead of u ∈V . It can
be shown that the approximated solution shares the same energy minimization possessed by




In general J(u)≤ J(uh).




∇2ψ(r)+V (r)ψ(r) = Eψ(r) (C.15)




L(q, q˙, t)dt, (C.16)
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Here ψ∗ and ψ can be considered as two independent fields and the Schroedinger
equation results from varying A with respect to ψ∗(r), while the the canonical equal time
commutation rules can be found by varying the end points5.
C.2.1 A finite element method for the 1D.Schrödinger equation
Suppose we want to solve equation C.15 in a certain interval [xmin,xmax] with certain BCs.
The application of the finite element method starts dividing the region into smaller regions











where the functions Ni(x) are the interpolation polynomials of ψ(x) and are chosen in
such a way their support corresponds to a certain element and the coefficients ψi are the
values of the solution at special points within the elements called nodes. To be more clear, we
construct the approximating set Vn taking nielpolyn interpolation polynomials
6 for each element
iel, where they are compactly supported.








and the approximated problem is solved when all the ψ ielj are found for each element.










with respect of variation of ψ∗(r) and subject to the subsidiary condition∫
dr3ψ∗(r)ψ(r) = 1
that is nothing more than the well-known normalizability condition. It ensures that the probability of finding
one particle in the physical region is unity. The energy parameter E in equation C.15 has the role of a Lagrange
multiplier that is used to incorporate the condition 5 directly in the integral I .
6The number of polynomials nielpolyn is usually taken to be independent from the element iel
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Fig. C.1 The global matrix constructed from local element matrices using overlap of the
matrices is shown for a 1D problem treated with linear interpolation over three elements [85].
Since the spatial dependence in the action integral is carried only by the interpolation
polynomials, which are compactly supported, it can be integrated away independently in















i j ψ j
andL is the Lagrangian density operator. The total action can be put in a matrix form
through a global matrixM , that is built taking into account the continuity conditions at the
nodes between the elements78. For the case of a linear interpolation,M is depicted in figure
C.1.
OnceM has been constructed, a more fruitful approach to the minimization of the action
integral is to switch from a description element-by-element to a nodal point of view, where
the interpolation polynomials are referred to the nodes rather than to elements. It can be done
renaming conveniently the polynomials and being careful about the overlapping conditions






and the principle of least action is
7For example, if nnodes is the number of nodes for each element, we impose ψ ielnnodes = ψ
iel+1
1
8The continuity condition at the nodes resides in the continuity of the wavefunction. Since for many physical
situation also the first derivative of the wavefunction is continuous, the polynomials Ni are chosen so that they
can also interpolate ψ ′






The set of linear equations C.2.1 cannot be solved trivially because of the presence of the
undetermined Lagrange multiplier E, as explained in C.2. It means we have to go further
and decompose the problem, isolating the terms that are multiplied by E. If we define the
matricesH (terms ofM that do not depend on E) and U (terms ofM that do depend on
E), the principle of stationary action takes the form














Finally we can impose the boundary conditions setting to the appropriate values the
entries in the matricesH and U . In our case, since we require ψ(xmin) = ψ(xmax) = 0, the
initial and the final nodal values ψ1, ψnelem+1, ψ∗1 , ψ
∗
nelem+1 have to be zero; this is achieved
setting to zero the entries in the first and last columns, and in the first and last rows ofH
and U .
The equation C.2.1 is then solved numerically using an appropriate computational
method9.
9E.g. those founds in LAPACK/EISPACK libraries

Appendix D
Bands Structure of 2D systems: k · p
Theory and Envelope Function
Approximation
The k · p method enables the calculation of the band structure of a crystal, with arbitrary
precision, in the vicinity of a given point k0 of the reciprocal space. When used together with
symmetry arguments, it show that band structure in a small region of k space depends only on
few parameters. Once these parameters are known (they can be extracted from experiments)
for some value k0, it is possible to use k · p theory to determine the band structure at least for
k close to k0.
However, while k · p theory deals with bulk semiconductors, where the infinite lattice
allows the use of k as a good quantum number and the Bloch theorem applies, heterostructures
are not periodic and usually their Schrödinger equation contains potential with very different
scaling behavior. It turns out that k · p theory can be generalized in the so called Envelop
Function Approximation (EFA).
The Envelop Function Approximation is a well established method to investigate the
properties of a layered heterostructure. It can be used to describe the band structure of a
crystal in the presence of external electric and magnetic fields or strain. In these conditions,
EFA gives a comprehensive description of electron and hole states, while the details of the
crystal potential are included in terms of bulk band structure parameters. In the following
section we will present a small resume of both k · p theory and EFA1.
1We mainly follow [102],[48].
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D.1 k · p Method and Effective Mass Approximation












where m0 is the bare electron mass and ν is the band index. The exponential factor can










]∣∣∣ν⃗k〉= Eν⃗k ∣∣∣ν⃗k〉 (D.2)
The spin-orbit interaction2 can be included using a common quantum number n for the
orbital and spin degrees of freedom (that are no longer separately conserved), associated













2 σ⃗ p⃗× (∇V0)
]∣∣∣n⃗k〉= En⃗k ∣∣∣n⃗k〉 (D.4)
where π⃗ = p⃗+ h¯4m0c2 σ⃗ × (∇V0) and σ⃗ = (σx,σy,σz) is the vector of Pauli spin matrices.
Let us suppose we want to describe the band structure in a neighborhood of the wave vector
k⃗0, for example k⃗0 = 0.
If we define the vectors |νσ⟩= |ν0⟩⊗ |σ⟩, where σ =↑,↓, we can use both
{∣∣∣n⃗k〉} and{∣∣∣ν⃗k〉} as a complete and orthonormal basis for D.2-D.4. Moreover, we can perform the
expansion ∣∣∣n⃗k〉= ∑
ν ′σ ′
cnν ′σ ′ (⃗k)
∣∣ν ′σ ′〉. (D.5)
This expansion is useful since we want to use a perturbative approach to treat the SO
interaction. Multiplying D.4 by ⟨νσ | from the left (the integration is performed over a unit
cell) we obtain an algebraic eigenvalue problems for En(⃗k):
2In the k · p and EFA methods the spin-orbit enters solely in terms of matrix elements of the Pauli term
HSO =− h¯4m20c2
σ⃗ p⃗× (∇V0) (D.3)
where m0 and c are respectively the bare electron mass and the speed of light.











k⃗P⃗νν ′σσ ′+∆νν ′σσ ′
}
cnν ′σ ′ (⃗k) = En(⃗k)cnνσ (⃗k)
(D.6)
where
P⃗νν ′σσ ′ = ⟨νσ | π⃗







∆νν ′σσ ′ =
h¯
4m20c
2 ⟨νσ | [p⃗σ⃗ × (∇V0)]
∣∣ν ′σ ′〉 (D.8)
In D.7 we can often neglect the SO coupling and use the approximations π⃗ = p⃗,
P⃗νν ′σσ ′ = δσσ ′P⃗νν ′ . We also note that in D.6 the mixing of different bands
∣∣∣ν⃗0〉 is
more relevant between closer band edges and large values of k⃗. Usually the presence of
the term ∆νν ′σσ ′ is able to remove the degeneration of the energy levels Eν0 even at k⃗ = 0.
Another relevant point to discuss is the dimensionality of the eigenvalue problem related
to the k·p model: the set of equations D.6 is not finite dimensional, but since in many
application we are interested only in a small number of adjacent bands we can consider a
finite set of closer band edges and treat the contribution of the remote bands by means of the
Löwdin perturbation theory [70] with the off-diagonal terms h¯/m0⃗kP⃗νν ′σσ ′ taken as small
perturbations. In this way the resulting Hamiltonian is finite-dimensional and contains extra
terms of higher order in k⃗.
For example, a diagonalization of the D.6 using second order perturbation theory3 gives,
neglecting spin:
Eν (⃗k) = Eν (⃗0)+
h¯2
2 ∑αβ











(Pνν ′)α(Pν ′ν)β +(Pνν ′)β (Pν ′ν)α
Eν (⃗0)−Eν ′ (⃗0)
(D.10)
defines the effective mass tensor m∗.
Assuming an isotropic, parabolic band, the effective-mass Hamiltonian reads
3We can use both the Löwdin theory or the classical nondegenerate perturbation theory. In the latter case,
the hypothesis of a nondegenerate band has to be made.
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Eν (⃗0)−Eν ′ (⃗0)
. (D.12)
D.2 Envelope Function Approximation
Thanks to the possibility to reach any desirable precision simply accounting for a larger
number of bands, the k · p method is very powerful. Nevertheless, if we want to describe
electrons and holes in the presence of external electric and magnetic fields that vary slowly
on the length scale of the lattice constant, we have to generalize it introducing another
parametrization for the set of eigenfunctions, more suitable than the Block form ei⃗k·⃗ruν⃗k(⃗r).
This is done in the Envelope Function Approximation (EFA) by means of the expansion
Ψ(⃗r) = ∑
ν ′σ ′
ψν ′σ ′ (⃗r)uν ′⃗0(⃗r)
∣∣σ ′〉 (D.13)
where the position-dependent coefficients ψνσ are the envelope functions and Ψ(⃗r) is the














In these expressions V0 is the crystal potential, V (⃗r) an additional slowly varying po-
tential4 and A⃗(⃗r) is the vector potential associated to the magnetic field B⃗ = ∇× A⃗, while
µb = eh¯/2m0 is the Bohr magneton and g0 is the gyromagnetic factor for a free electron.
The multiband EFA Hamiltonian is obtained by an analogous procedure as in the k·p
method: we multiply D.14 from the left by ⟨νσ |, performing the integration on a unit cell
and taking in account that V (⃗r) and A⃗(⃗r) are constant on the scale of the lattice parameter.
The resulting Hamiltonian is
4Actually, there are more elaborate derivations [20],[44] of the EFA equation in which the hypothesis of a
slowly varying potential is not needed, such as for discontinuous band parameters.













(−ih¯∇+ eA⃗)·Pνν ′σσ ′ (D.16)





ψν ′σ ′ (⃗r) = Eψνσ (⃗r). (D.17)
Here we have again an infinite-dimensional eigenvalue problem. It can be reduced to a
finite one if we consider only closer band edges, using Löwdin partitioning to treat the other








µBσ⃗ · B⃗ (D.18)





The charge transferred at the interface by applying the external electric field can be calculated
assuming that the LXO/STO heterostructure behaves as a plane capacitor, where the role of
the plates are played by the top (back) gate electrode and the 2DEG respectively.
In a top top gating configuration, the charge transferred at the interface by the external





where d is the thickness of the LXO layer, ε0 the vacuum dielectric constant and εLXO ∼ 20
the LXO one.
In the back gating case, the transferred charge δn is a non linear function of the gating.
This happens because in the low temperature region1, the dielectric constant of STO is a




where ε∞ is the saturation value for very hight field, A∼ 4×10−5 and B∼ 5×10−10[mV−1]
are temperature dependent parameters and |E| is the amplitude of the electric field.
In order to calculate the transferred charge δn(Vg), one has to integrate the capacitance

















1We solved the Schrödinger-Poisson equations only for T = 0.
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Fig. E.1 Field-effect charge modulation in the STO bulk as a function of gate voltage.
where A and B are those given above. δn as a function of Vg is plotted in figure E.1.
E.2 Schrödinger-Poisson equations for the self-consistent
electronic well
A well-tested approach to an eigenvalue problem in electronic quantum wells at the interface
of two semiconductors is reported in [46]. It consist in the simultaneous solution of the



















which gives us both the eigenfunctions and the confining potential well. The index α =
xy,xz,yz labels the three Ti t2g orbitals, dxy,dxz,dyz, where the electrons mostly reside. The








The sub-band level εiα includes an energy offset ∆α splitting the various t2g levels. Taking
∆xy = 0 as a reference level, the energy offset ∆xz,yz ≡ ∆ of the dxz,(yz) bands is experimentally
found to be ∆≈ 50 meV [90]. Similar values are found in first-principle calculations between
the highest occupied dxy sub-band and the lowest dxz,yz sub-bands [106]. Here we have to
adjust ∆ ≈ 0− 10 meV in order to self-consistently obtain the energy difference between
the dxy and the dxz,yz sub-bands of order 50−60 meV, showing that the energy offset mostly
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Fig. E.2 Schematic view of the back-gating configuration in LXO/STO.
arises from the different mass along the z direction. We take the masses of the various bands
as mx,yxy = ml , mzxy = mh; m
x,z
xz = ml , m
y
xz = mh; m
y,z
yz = ml , mxyz = mh.
The close analogy between semiconductors and oxide interfaces allows us to apply this
method to the LXO/STO potential as well. The boundary conditions for the set of equations
(E.1)-(E.2) can be understood considering the schematic picture of the interface shown
in figure (E.2) for the back-gating case. Within this approach, the electric field and the
displacement field are by symmetry only directed along the z axis. Therefore henceforth we
will indicate with E and D the z components of the fields.
The energy difference between the LXO and STO conduction band edges is about 1 eV,
so that in the low-filling regime it is safe to approximate the potential step at the LXO/STO
interface as an infinite energy barrier. In addition the eigenfunctions have to be normalizable,
therefore we are led to set of boundary conditions
ζiα(0) = 0, ζiα(∞) = 0. (E.3)
The second condition can be implemented numerically exploiting the fact we are dealing
with a confining potential: in a region far enough from the interface the eigenfunctions are
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exponentially decreasing. Taking a distance from the interface Ls well inside this region, the
set (E.3) can be replaced by
ζiα(0) = 0, ζiα(Ls) = 0. (E.4)
The boundary conditions for the Poisson equation depend on both the (positive) coun-
tercharges left in the LXO valence band and on the gating voltage. Experimental evidences
show that the width of the 2DEG is only few nanometers, while the trapped charges extend
over a few tens of nanometers [9, 11]. If Lp is the thickness of the region in which all the
charge is confined, we can solve the Poisson equation analytically in the interval (Lp,Ltot)
and find appropriate boundary conditions by the reasoning reported below. We take Lp = 100
nm, that is large enough to consider also long-tail distributions of the trapped charges.
We first discuss here the case of back-gating (see figure E.2). Let us consider the interval
[0−,+∞). For the solution of the Poisson Equation in the region z > 0 where the 2DEG
resides, the precise distribution and extension of the positive countercharges on the LXO side
is immaterial: they can be at the topmost layer of LXO in the case of the polar catastrophe
reconstruction or they can be homogeneously distributed in the LXO layer if they are given
by the oxygen vacancies. In both cases their electric field in z > 0 only depends on their
density projected on the interface. For simplicity we therefore assume in both cases that the
countercharges are located on the z = 0− plane. Thus the overall charge contained in the
[0−,+∞) region is zero and the system is neutral neutral and we can reasonably impose the
condition
E(−∞) = E(+∞) = 0 (E.5)
on the electric field, for any gating potential Vg. In [0+,+∞) the neutrality does no longer









⇒ εr(0+)E(0+) =− en0a2ε0 (E.6)
where n0 is the density of the positive countercharges per interfacial unit cell and we have
used Eq. (E.8) to cancel the term εr(+∞)E(+∞). Since all the electronic charges (mobile
nm = nm0 +δn, and trapped n
t
0) are between 0
+ and Lp, the electric field in z ∈ (Lp,Ltot) is
uniform even for the non linear experimental form of the relative dielectric constant of STO,
εr = (A+B|E|)−1 + ε∞, [A, B and ε∞ are experimentally measured constants [76]]. The




Fig. E.3 Schematic view of the top-gating configuration in LXO/STO.





where Vg is the external gating.
We now move to the discussion of the top-gating case (see figure E.3). Let us consider
the interval [0−,+∞). For the solution of the Poisson Equation in the region z > 0 where the
2DEG resides, the precise distribution and extension of the intrinsic positive countercharges
on the LXO side is again immaterial, and for convenience we still suppose them to be
confined on an infinitely thin layer at z = 0−. The free charges of the metallic electrode of
the gate are now located on a layer at z = −d, where d is the thickness of the LXO layer.
Thus the overall charge contained in the [−d,+∞) region is zero and the system is neutral
and we can reasonably impose the condition
E(−∞) = E(+∞) = 0 (E.8)
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on the electric field, for any gating potential Vg. In [0+,+∞) the neutrality no longer holds,
because the positive charges and the charges on the gating electrode are now excluded. Thus








⇒ εr(0+)E(0+) =−e(n0+δn)a2ε0 (E.9)
where n0 is again the density of the intrinsic positive countercharges per interfacial unit cell,
while δn = 2ea2ε0εLXOVg/(ed). Again we used Eq. (E.8) to cancel the term εr(+∞)E(+∞).
Since all the electronic charges (mobile nm = nm0 +δn, and trapped n
t
0) residing between 0
+
and Lp, compensate the charges on the LXO side (both the intrinsic countercharges and the
charges in the electrode), the system looks neutral in the (Lp,Ltot) region and the electric
field vanishes. The boundary value for the potential thus reads
φ(Lp) = 0. (E.10)
E.2.1 Numerical solution
Because of the nonlinear behavior of (E.1)-(E.2), an analytic approach is not viable and we
adopted a numerical iterative procedure to perform the calculation through the following
steps:
• The starting point is the potential at the nth iteration, φn(z) = φnold(z), and its derivative,
the electric field En(z) = Enold(z), z ∈ [0,Ls]. We solve Eq. (E.1) using a Finite Element
Method (FEM) algorithm [86] (but also see appendix C), finding the energies εiα and
the eigenfunctions ζiα , which verify the conditions (E.4). We recall that Ls has to be
taken far enough from the interface to ensure that the eigenfunctions are in a region in
which they have an evanescent behavior. This can be done choosing different values for
Ls and checking them a posteriori. The envelope functions are normalized imposing
the condition
∫ Ls
0 |ζ (z)|2dz = 1.
• From the knowledge of the eigenvalues, the Fermi level can be calculated inverting
numerically (e.g, using a bisection method) the relation nm =
∫ εF−∞ g(ε)dε , and from
nm(z) = ∑iα |ζiα(z)|2
∫ εF−∞ dε giα(ε) we have the density profile along z of the 2DEG.
Here only the mobile electrons contribute to define the Fermi energy since the trapped
charges reside in impurity levels, deep or localized enough to be safely considered as a
stable quenched charge distribution.
• The profile of the potential well is found once one knows both the distribution of the
2DEG and the trapped (negative) charges. While the first is calculated self-consistently,
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the second is fixed once for all at the zeroth step. There are no experimental evidences
that determine univocally the distribution of the trapped charges, but a reasonable









Its shape is controlled by two parameters: the decay length λ and the maximum value
nt0/λ .
• The Poisson equation is solved in the interval [0+,Lp]. This gives a new potential
φ(z) = φnnew(z) and a new electric field E(z) = Ennew(z).
• The update at the next step is performed defining the quantities
φn+1(z) = sφnold(z)+(1− s)φnnew(z)
En+1(z) = sEnold(z)+(1− s)Ennew(z)
where the parameter s∈ [0,1] is used to control the difference between the old potential
and the new one; this reduces the risk that the iterative procedure escapes from the
self-consistent solution and does not converge. The calculation stops as soon as the
condition ∫ Lp
0
|φn+1−φn|2dz < δ (E.12)
is fulfilled, for a suitably chosen accuracy δ .
Through the previous five steps we obtain the potential well V (z) = −eφ(z) (with the
corresponding Fermi energy εF ), the electric field E(z) and the density nm(z) of the 2DEG
for a given value of n0.
In principle the numerical solution may depend on the choice of the error δ in (E.12),
the initial potential φ0(z) and the discretization length (according to the standard FEM, we
discretized in Nelem intervals the region in which we solve the Schrödinger equation. See
appendix C). We performed different tests to ensure the reliability of the numerical solution.
In order to exclude the dependence on the initial potential, we varied the initial condition
φ0 in a reasonable class of functions and kept n0 and Vg fixed. We find that the numerical
solution is stable with respect to the initial data. Nelem and δ has been fixed to reach the
uniform convergence. The solution is almost independent of δ while the choice of the first
parameter is critical to obtain the uniform convergence. In our work we took Nelem so that
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supn0 |εF(Nelem+1)− εF(Nelem)| is of order ≈ 10−5, a suitable request to reduce the error
under the typical variations (∼ 10−3 eV) of the chemical potential µ(n).
E.3 Electrostatic energy
The chemical potential of the system is defined as
µ = E (N+1)−E (N)≈ ∂NE
where N represents the number of electrons and E = Esp+Ees+Esr is the total energy. Here,
Esp is the purely quantum contribution of the mobile electrons, Esr the energy cost arising
from the short range interaction between positive countercharges in the LXO side (see caption
of figure 3.3), and Ees is the purely classical electrostatic term.
While the previous section solved the quantum problem of electrons in a self-consistent
potential, here we provide details of the calculation of the other electrostatic contributions to
the total energy of the system arising form the fixed charges (the countercharges, the charges
on the gating electrodes, and the charges trapped in the impurity states inside the STO) and
from the mobile charges at the interface.
We consider two possible gating configurations. For the back-gating, the near region
is the interval z ∈ [0,Lp], while the far region is the (Lp,Ltot ] interval. On the other hand,
for the top-gating, while the so-called near region is the same, the “far” (actually not so far)
region corresponds to the LXO side of the heterostructure, i.e. to the [−d,0) interval, d being
the thickness of the LXO slab.




D(z) = nm(z)+nt0(z) (E.13)
to find the electric displacement field D(z) = Dm(z)+D f (z) due to the mobile and fixed
charges. In this region the only fixed charges are those trapped on the STO side, while the
charges on the electrodes and the countercharges on the LXO side only enter as boundary
conditions. Due to the non-linear character of the STO dielectric constant, the electric field
reads
E =





[1+ ε∞A− sgn(D)BD]2+ sgn(D)4ε∞ABD
2Bε0ε∞
.
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The total electric displacement field is obtained by numerically integrating Eq.(E.13),
while the field due to the fixed charges is analytically found from
d
dz
D f (z) = nt0(z). (E.15)
The result is













Once D and D f are known, the electric displacement due to the mobile charges is obtained
from Dm = D−D f . The electric fields of the fixed and mobile charges are




1+ ε∞ (A+B|E|) . (E.17)
Notice that the non-linearity of εr entails the dependence of D f ,m and E f ,m on the total
electric field E = E f +Em given by Eq. (E.14).
In the far region we have different expressions for the top- and back-gating configurations.



















are constant. The corresponding electric fields are then obtained by solving Eqs. (E.14) and
(E.17).
The far region in the top-gating configuration is instead given by the whole LXO side,





















E.4 Importance of the trapped charges for the numerical
convergence
In the model used here to describe the interface, a relevant role is played by the trapped
charges. We already mentioned (see 1.5.1) that there are experimental evidences of the
presence of trapped electrons in the region around the STO interface. One more reason to add
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them to the model is hidden in the role they play in the numerical calculation itself, since they
seem to be necessary to find a stable solution of the Poisson equation, especially at positive
grid tensions. In fact, if we consider only the gas, at Vg = 0 the Poisson equation imposes the
Fermi level to be just on the top of the potential, at the maximum value of the conduction
band. This solution is highly unstable, thanks to the presence of quasi-bounded states whose
eigenfunctions are extended far from the LXO-STO junction: as soon as the gate tension
becomes positive the electrons escape from the well toward the electrode in the STO side, so
that the calculation can not converge2. This reflects the fact that the trapped charges, far from
being a purely mathematical trick, actually arise from the escaping of charges after a first
(positive) polarization of the grid: when the well is completely filled at Vg = 0, the addition
of more charges causes a leak of electrons towards the impurity levels, increasing the number
of trapped charges.
Since the parameters A and λ , describing the distribution of trapped charges, are experi-
mentally unknown, we decided to fix them to a value that simultaneously ensures the stability
of the self-consistent procedure up to the maximum gate voltage reached experimentally,
an interfacial electric field of ∼ 108V/m and a gas extension compatible with experimental
evidences [32, 21].
In the light of an hysteretical behavior of the 2DEG’s resistance (see 1.5.1), the choice of
a unique gating-independent distribution for the trapped charges corresponds to a description
of the system after a preliminary sweep of the gate potential, from Vg = 0V to Vg =+200V ,
when the external voltage is decreased from the maximum value to the minimum one and the
resistance increases (see figure 1.13 of chapter 1).
2Otherwise it converges to a non-physical solution.
